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ABSTRACT
CONTINUITY OF BRIDGES COMPOSED OF SIMPLE-SPAN PRECAST
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE GIRDERS MADE CONTINUOUS
by
Libin Yin
Bridges composed of simple-span, precast, prestressed concrete girders made continuous
via cast-in-place decks and diaphragms are continuous only for live loads and
superimposed dead loads. The continuity diaphragms often crack due to time dependent
effects in the girders. These cracks not only impair bridge ascetics and durability, but
also reduce "degree of continuity". A related issue is that joint construction is time
consuming and expensive due to reinforcement congestion. This dissertation presents a
series of field tests, analytical studies, and laboratory experiments concerning the design
and performance of this type of bridge.
Based on a survey of the state departments of transportation in the U.S. and a
literature review, the current practice is evaluated. Three bridges in New Jersey were
instrumented and tested. Results show that the degree of continuity ranges from 0% to
90%. A comparison of the support detail suggests that anchor bolts be sheathed to allow
free rotation of the girders.
A computer program called "CONTINUITY" is developed to analyze the restraint
moments and the degree of continuity of bridges up to four continuous spans. The
program takes into account concrete creep and shrinkage and strand relaxation. For
concrete creep and shrinkage, users can choose from three different models: ACI-209
(American Concrete Institute), CEB-FIP (European) and HPC (High Performance
Concrete). Support details and cracking of the composite girder and diaphragm sections
are also considered in the program.
Three-dimensional finite element analyses have been carried out to further study
factors affecting restraint moments. The study confirms that the girder age at continuity
plays a vital role in developing the restraint moments and that the amount of positive
moment reinforcement at the support has a negligible effect on the resultant mid-span
moment.
As part of this research a new continuity connection is developed using Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) composites. By making the girders continuous for
slab self-weight as well, the additional negative moment over the continuity support will
counteract the positive restraint moment and limit it below the cracking moment. Thus,
cracks will not form and positive moment reinforcement is not needed in the diaphragm.
Total 20 laboratory tests were carried out to validate the new connection. Results show
that CFRP is effective for improving the continuity and performance of bridges of this
type. Recommendations for the use of CFRP reinforcement and a design example are
also presented.
CONTINUITY OF BRIDGES COMPOSED OF SIMPLE-SPAN PRECAST
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Bridges composed of simple-span precast prestressed concrete girders made continuous
through cast-in-place decks and diaphragms have been widely used in the United States
since 1960's. These bridges are typically simply supported for deck and girder self-
weight, and continuous for live loads and super-imposed dead loads. The design of this
type of bridge is based on a series of experimental and analytical studies conducted by
Portland Cement Association (PCA) E2-81 .
The construction of this kind of bridge includes the following steps:
1. Erecting and aligning precast prestressed girders.
2. Connecting positive moment reinforcement.
3. Installing diaphragm and deck reinforcement.
4. Casting diaphragm and deck concrete.
The advantage of this kind of construction is that it achieves continuity under live load
and secondary dead loads (overlay, parapets etc.). It is still simply supported under
girder, deck self-weight and construction loads. Due to time dependent effects (mainly
creep of concrete), the girders tend to camber upward even after continuity is established.
The established continuity tends to keep the girder ends from rotating, which results in
positive restraint moment in the girders over the piers (see Aigure l.l). Because the
positive moment reinforcement in the diaphragms is not designed properly, cracks
usually develop at the bottom of the diaphragms. These cracks not only impair
1
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bridge aesthetics, but also cause corrosion of the reinforcement in the diaphragms,
leading to maintenance problems.
Aor the negative moment to grow, the diaphragm cracks must close first, which
needs relatively large live loads. As a result, the continuity of such bridges ranges from
0% to 100%, depending on the loading condition, construction sequence, material
properties of the concrete and reinforcement, and structural parameters such as span




a) Girders erected as simple spans
Restraint
Moment
,--Decks 	 - Reinf.
DV ..--
+ Reinf.
b) Formation of restraint moment
Figure 1.1 Aormation of positive restraint moment under time dependent effects.
Arom a maintenance perspective, continuous spans are more advantageous than
simple spans since they eliminate expansion joints. If designed properly, continuous
concrete bridges can be maintenance free, while bridges composed of simple spans need
regular inspection and maintenance. Arom a structural point of view, it is desirable to
achieve continuity not only for live loads, but also for girder and slab dead loads. More
continuity means shallower sections or longer spans, which in turn will reduce the total
3
cost of the bridge.
Continuity under girder self-weight requires temporary supports shoring within
the spans if girders are made continuous on top of piers, or more complex erection
procedures if they are made continuous on the ground. Either case could be expensive or
even impossible when crossing traffic lanes or bodies of water. But continuity under slab
self-weight is relatively easy to achieve through moment connections of the girders at
their supports prior to deck and diaphragm castings. Actually, many connection methods
have been investigated since 1960's. These connections will be discussed in part 2 of the
literature review.
Another issue concerning this type of bridge is the support detail. Because the
girders are first erected as simply supported, two bearing pads are typically provided over
each continuity pier. Many states including New Jersey also provide anchor rods in the
diaphragm to prevent uplifting. These complications make the support behave differently
than a conventional pin support. The effects of these support details on the performance
of the bridge need to be studied.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Time Dependent Effects
Time dependent effects include creep of concrete, differential shrinkage between the
girder and deck concrete, and relaxation of prestressing strands. These effects will not
develop restraint moments in simply supported structures, but in continuous structures,
restraint moments will develop at interior supports. Basically, creep of concrete can
cause positive restraint moments, while differential shrinkage and strand relaxation cause
4
negative restraint moments at inner piers.
In the 1960"s, the Research and Development Laboratories of PCA carried out a
series of extensive experimental and analytical studies of precast prestressed 1-shaped
girders with a continuous in-situ cast deck slab [2-81 . A series of half-scale and even full
size specimens was tested both at service and ultimate load levels. Long-term
observations were carried out to investigate the time dependent effects. The negative
moment connection was provided by steel reinforcement in the deck slab. Two types of
positive moment connection were investigated: hooked bar connection and welded bar
connection. It was concluded that the welded bar connection was more reliable both
from strength and serviceability points of view.
The studies also concluded that "the deformations due to creep and differential
shrinkage do not influence the ultimate load carrying capacity of a continuous girder",
and "the influence of creep and shrinkage is restricted to deformations and the possibility
of cracking at service load level"461. Estimates of restraint moments due to creep and
differential shrinkage based on the rate of creep and the effective modulus methods were
presented. Because of the limited information about creep and shrinkage at that time, the
same properties were used for deck concrete and girder concrete. Besides, shrinkage was
assumed to be proportional to creep. Construction details like girder age at deck casting,
girder age at live load application, and the casting sequence of deck and diaphragm were
not considered in the study. Due to computational limits, only elastic analyses were
carried out.
In the late 1980's, the Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) investigated
the time dependent effects of this type of bridge. A computer program, PBEAM,
5
developed by C. Suttikan i91  was used. The PBEAM utilized both the rate of creep and the
superposition method for concrete creep, and incorporated an incremental analysis to
obtain the time history of the girder response. Based on parametric studies using
PBEAM, two simplified computer programs called BRIDGERM and BRIDGELL were
developed as design tools for this type of bridge. These programs were actually based on
the PCA method, but incorporated ACI-209 concrete creep and shrinkage models.
Ainally, they concluded that "the presence of positive moment connection in the
diaphragms has negligible effect on the reduction of resultant mid-span service
moments"10  and no positive moment reinforcement should be used in the connection.
Design examples and recommended specifications were also included, but they were not
adopted by AASHTO because there were no experiments to support their conclusions.
Besides, large cracks will form in the continuity diaphragm due to live load and time
dependent effects if no positive moment reinforcement is provided. These cracks can
impair the aesthetics of the bridge and cause corrosion of the diaphragm reinforcement.
The latest research on this subject was conducted in 2003 by R. A. Miller [281 (et
al.) in NCHRP (National Cooperative Highway Research Program) Project 12-53. The
first phase of this research included a survey on the use and type of the negative and
positive moment connections and an analytical study carried out by Mirmiran and
Kulkarni. A computer program called RESTRAINT was developed. It considered the
nonlinear stress-strain response of the materials and the stiffness change of the structure
under time dependent effects. The program was verified with PCA and CTL methods
and a parametric study was carried out to investigate the factors affecting time-dependent
restraint moments. The study confirmed CTL"s statement that positive moment
6
reinforcement has negligible effect on reducing the resultant mid-span moments. But
also concluded that "a minimum amount of positive moment reinforcement equivalent to
l.2Mcr" [10] should be used to limit the crack width in the diaphragm and to avoid
significant loss of continuity, where Mer  is the cracking moment of the diaphragm
section.
The second phase included an experimental study of eight full-scale specimens:
six 32" long specimens with PASHTO Type II girders and two 100" long specimens with
AASHTO Type III girders. Each specimen was composed of two girders connected by a
10" diaphragm and a composite slab.
Each of the six 32" long specimens incorporated a positive moment connection
detail: extended strand, extended bar, extended strand with girder ends embedded 6" into
the diaphragm, extended bar with girder ends embedded 6" into the diaphragm, extended
bar with girder ends embedded 6" into the diaphragm and additional stirrups in the
diaphragm, and extended bar with girder ends embedded 6" into the diaphragm and
horizontal bars placed through the web of the girders. Results showed that "both the
extended strand and the extended bar connections developed sufficient strength.
Embedding the girders into the diaphragm seemed to improve the connection
performance, but the improvement was difficult to quantify. Adding additional stirrups
in the diaphragm area did not improve strength, but did improve ductility and may be
beneficial in seismic applications. Placing horizontal bars through the webs of the girders
improved strength, stiffness and ductility, but the failure mode was cracking of the
girders" [28I. No particular positive moment connection detail was recommended.
The two 100" specimens were 2-span continuous with a 10" diaphragm between
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the girders. Aor the positive moment connection, the first specimen utilized extended
bars while the second used extended strands. All had a strength of 1.2Mer, where Mer  is
the positive cracking moment of the composite section. Time-dependent effects were
simulated by post-tensioning the girders and jacking up the girder ends. After cracking
the positive moment connection, the beams were tested for live load continuity. The
second specimen was also tested for negative moment capacity. It was concluded that the
connections maintained continuity even when cracked. Based on the study, changes to
the AASHTO LRAD Specifications were proposed. The major change was to provide an
amount of positive moment reinforcement equivalent to 1.2 Mer.
The degree of continuity depends on the level of the time dependent effects and
the level of live load. Airst, if small time dependent effects develop while the live load is
relatively large, the diaphragm cracks will be closed and continuity is maintained.
Second, if a large positive restraint moment develops and the live load is relatively small,
continuity is also maintained because the negative live load moment over the support is
not big enough to counteract the positive restraint moment. Aor the two 100" long
specimens, the positive moment applied to the connection was 795 kip-ft and l,250 kip-
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Basically, the connections that make simple spans into continuous ones can be divided
into two categories: connections over the piers and connections off the piers. Arom
structural point of view, the connections should be placed at the inflection points of
continuous beams, where moments are zero, and only shears need to be transferred. A.
G. Bishara [12] implemented this idea in 1972. He designed and tested a 110" long, two-
span continuous beam, composed of three precast prestressed segments joined together
near the inflection points. He confirmed the feasibility of the "Keyed Scarf Connection"
and concluded that the beam was "continuous at all load levels". See Aigure 1.2.
EL EVTION
Figure 1.2 Keyed scarf connection [121 .
The only disadvantage of this method is that it needs additional temporary
supports or more cranes during construction, which could be difficult and costly when
crossing rivers or traffic. Probably this is the reason for its lack of widespread
application.
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All the following connections are located over the piers. They can further be
divided into two sub-groups: prestressed versus normal reinforced concrete connections.
Aor prestressed connections, there are whole length post-tensioned and partial post-
tensioned connections.
Aull length post-tensioning can achieve full continuity but it "requires full length
ducts and usually necessitates widening the girder webs." It also "requires end blocks to
resist stress concentrations at the anchorage zones" and "special contractors to perform the
post-tensioning and grouting" [14].
Partial post-tensioned connections can achieve the same continuity and avoid the






Figure 1.3 Partial post-tensioned connections.
apace. ch.ear
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E. D. Bishop proposed a plate connection in 1962 [131 . It includes the following
steps (see Aigure 1.4):
• All beams are erected as simple spans.
• The end of one beam is jacked upward a calculated amount at the first support.
• The beams are connected at the second support by welding together plates cast into
the ends of the top and bottom flanges.
• The raised end is lowered to its final position, thus developing a bending moment at
the support equal to that caused by the self-weight of the continuous beam.
• Repeat the above steps as required.
See.e-f
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Figure 1.4 Bishop"s post-tensioning method.
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It"s a very smart solution, but there are some drawbacks. Airst, this method
changes the loading condition under beam self-weight from simply supported to a
cantilever. This requires additional reinforcements in the upper part of the beams.
Second, it's difficult to construct. The steel plates, especially the bottom ones are not
easy to weld because of the limited space, and the welded plates can affect the diaphragm
concrete casting.
Another partial post-tensioning method, which utilized the pre-tensioning strands in
the beams, was developed by M. K. Tadros in 1993 [151 . It involves the following steps: 1)
bend the bottom prestressing strands to the top at girder ends, 2) splice the bent strands
with special anchors, 3) jack the girders away from the support to obtain prestress in the
strands, and 4) pour diaphragm concrete (see Aigure 1.5). This method requires post-
tensioning contractors and special splice manufacturers.
Reinforced concrete connections are common in practice. Current AASHTO
Specification falls into this category. Many states including New Jersey use this type of
connection. It was first investigated by PCA 12-81 . Both negative and positive moment
connections were studied. Aor negative moment connection, it was concluded that
conventional deformed rebars in the deck slab could develop adequate resistant moment
both for static and dynamic loads "if this type of connection is designed so that its static
ultimate strength is 2.5 times the design moment including impact effects' 141. Two types
of positive connections were investigated (see Aigure 1.6). The study showed that
welded connections performed well under positive moments caused by time dependent
effects, while the hook connections were not as satisfactory with respect to ultimate
strength, deflection and crack control. However, the hooked rebar could develop its yield
viewa) Precast girder,
— Splice, See Fig. 4.Bolt Sleeves
	lontviipa
6" 2'- 0" /, strand
Su and ex elisions
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strength "if the inside radius of the hook is not less than the diameter of the bar, and if the
distance from the end face of the precast girder to the inside face of the hook is equal to
at least 12 times the bar diameter' [4] .
Strands spliced and all slack tvinoved side view
e) Jac in operations  view
d) 	 id coin le e. side view
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(b) Hooked bar connection.  
Figure 1.6 Positive moment connections investigated by PCA.
Z. Ma, X. Huo, M. K. Tadros and M. Baishya116 proposed another attractive
reinforced concrete connection using threaded rods. These rods are embedded in the top
flange of the girders and are coupled together in the field by a steel hardware. After
coupling the threaded rods, the diaphragm and deck concrete are cast. One great
advantage of this method is that it can achieve continuity not only for live load and
14
superimposed dead load, but also for the dead load of the slab. The added continuity can
reduce the number of strands in the girders and save cost. Besides, it is relatively easy to
construct. Aor the positive moment reinforcement, Ma (et al.) [161 recommended
extending and bending strands at the bottom of the girders. One possible problem with
this design is that the bulky steel hardware may aggravate the reinforcement congestion
in the diaphragm.
A cost comparison of different connections was made by M. A. Saleh, A. Einea
and M. K. Tadros [141 . Aour methods were investigated: current practice, full length post-
tensioning, threaded rods, and pretensioned strand splicing (Table l.l). The current
practice was selected as a base for comparison. The threaded rod connection is found to
be the most economical. Moreover, it needs no special contractors, and it's the easiest to
construct, except for the above mentioned reinforcement congestion.
Table 1.1 A Cost Comparison of Different Connections [141]
Connection Type Incremental Cost ($/ft2)
Current practice 0.00
Aull length post-tensioning +0.90
Threaded rods -0.15
Strand splicing +0.10
1.3 Results of Survey
To gage the experience of other highway agencies with the design of continuity
connections and to determine their practice vis-à-vis the NCHRP Report 322
recommendations, a survey was developed and distributed to the Department of
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Transportation of all states. Twenty-seven states responded (AK, AL, CA, CO, CT, GA,
HI, ID, IA, IL, KS, LA, ME, MI, MT, NE, NH, NJ, NV, NY, PA, SC, TN, TX, UT, WA
and WI). The survey and all the responses are included in the CD-ROM. Here are some
general conclusions from the survey:
• Usage. This kind of construction (providing negative moment reinforcement in the
deck and positive moment reinforcement at the diaphragm bottom) is widely used all
across the United States. 25 out of 27 states use it, among which 17 states built more
than 10 such bridges in the past 5 years.
• Maintenance. Many states use it as a measure to eliminate deck joints and save on
maintenance costs.
• Constructability. Many of the responses cite difficulty in making the continuity
connections when they have to deal with projecting reinforcing bars or prestressing
strands.
• Satisfaction. In general most are happy with this type of construction. On the other
hand, Alabama, with some 200 bridges experience, says that they no longer use this
type of construction. They cite serious thermal stress problems that led to cracking of
the continuous joints. It has been suggested that Alabama"s problems are the result of
poor detailing.
• Cracks. 10 out of 27 states that use this kind of construction experience cracking in
the continuity diaphragm because of time dependent effects and live load
combinations.
• Analysis. In the 25 states that use this kind of construction, 10 states design girders
as simply supported for all loads, essentially not taking the advantage of structural
continuity. This reinforces the fact that the connection is used more to eliminate a
joint than anything else.
• Degree of continuity. None of the states have conducted any experimental work to
determine the actual degree of continuity.
• Positive moment reinforcement. Many of those states that employ the continuity
connection use a minimum amount of positive moment reinforcement (l.2M e„ where
Mer is the positive cracking moment of the composite section). However, this
reinforcement is not designed for any specific load. It is believed that it will enhance
"structural integrity' and provide "redundancy.'
• Seismic issues. Several states cite the continuity connection as helping them with
seismic problems.
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In general, the detail of the positive moment reinforcement, if used, is similar to
that used by the New Jersey Department of Transportation. However, the State of New
York uses welded bars for 1-Beam connections. New York also places the anchor bolts in
the girder ends using prefabricated holes. A couple of states (Connecticut and Texas) do
not use this type of bridge at all, while several other states (GA, HI, ME, NH, NV) have
only one or two bridges with continuity connections. It should be noted that there are
states such as Michigan and Utah that do not use positive moment reinforcement in their
continuity joints at all and are satisfied with their performance. However, both Michigan
and Utah design their bridges as simply supported for all loads. The States of Alabama,
Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Wisconsin
have the most experience with this type of bridge. Of these states, Alabama reports
dissatisfaction with the connection due to cracking. Alabama practice now is not to
provide any positive moment reinforcement. To eliminate open joints, some spans are
designed as "only the slab poured continuous with no connection of the girder ends.'
The State of Georgia limited the use of continuity connections because of
difficulty in construction and cracking of "the end of the heavily reinforced areas of
beams (about ten feet from the beam ends on either side of the joint).' The State of Iowa
extends and bends the top reinforcement too in order to increase the integrity of the
structure. But they too still design the beams as simply supported for all loads because of
"some problem with cracking' and "because of concerns about how much continuity' is
achieved. The State of Tennessee is among the most experienced states with very
satisfactory experience with this type of bridge. Tennessee uses a wider diaphragm in
order to prevent overlap of the positive moment reinforcement and to not embed the
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girders. They explicitly design the anchor bolts for seismic loads, however, they do
sheath the bolts to prevent bonding with diaphragm concrete and to allow rotation.
Tennessee does not agree with NCHRP Report 322 recommendations. On the other
hand, the Michigan DOT, which also has extensive experience with the use of this kind
of bridge, does agree with those recommendations and does not provide positive moment
reinforcement in the continuity diaphragm. But as mentioned, they design the beams as
simple span for both dead and live loads. Tennessee also specifies a minimum age of 90
days for the girders prior to continuity establishment to minimize the creep effect.
In summary, despite general similarity, the design approach and details of the
continuity connection varies significantly among various states. Aigure l.7 shows several
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Figure 1.7 Connection details of different states (continued).
Arom the above discussion, it is clear that the current design and construction of
this type of bridge varies considerably, especially for the positive moment reinforcement.
Studies done in this area don"t agree with one another. Some are even contradictory. Aor
example, PCAE4 and Mirmiran[111] recommended providing positive moment
reinforcement, while CTL concluded that the positive moment reinforcement had no
structural advantage101 . Although many negative moment connections were available to
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achieve more continuity none of them became popular. Current AASHTO Specification
regarding bridges composed of simple-span precast prestressed girders made continuous
is vague. Article 9.7.2.l states that "when structural continuity is assumed in calculating
live load plus impact and composite dead load moments, the effects of creep and
shrinkage shall be considered' 1181 , but it doesn"t specify how. Probably that is the reason
why current practices vary dramatically. Aurther studies are necessary to evaluate the
performance of this kind of bridge, to improve the current design and to develop a new
continuity connection that can achieve more continuity yet is easy to construct.
1.4	 Objectives
The objectives of this research are to:
1. Perform field tests of bridges composed of simple-span precast prestressed concrete
girders made continuous under service live loads.
2. Evaluate the responses of this kind of bridge under live load using computer models.
Define and determine the degree of continuity using both analytical and field test
results.
3. Perform three-dimensional finite element analyses for this kind of bridge and study
factors affecting the degree of continuity.
4. Develop a computer program to help engineers evaluate the restraint moments and
determine the degree of continuity of the "continuous' bridges.
5. Develop and test in the laboratory a new type of continuity connection using Carbon
Aiber Reinforced Polymer (CARP) composites that achieves more continuity and is
relatively easy to construct.
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1.5	 Originality of Research
Compared with previous studies performed on this subject, the original contributions of
this research include the following:
1. Supports with two bearings and anchor bolt(s) act differently from idealized pins /
rollers. Basically, the bearings and the anchor bolts can form couples under live loads,
which will redistribute moments between the support and the mid-span. This research
investigates the influence of the support details on the performance of the bridge.
2. Although many analytical studies (mainly by CTIP 01 and Mirmiran111) have been
done to determine the time dependent effects, they are based on a beam theory and
they are all two-dimensional. This research utilizes three-dimensional finite element
models to furnish a more accurate time history of bridge response.
3. No previous attempts have been made to measure the degree of continuity of a real
bridge. The field tests in this study provide insight about the in-situ performance of
simple span girders made continuous.
4. Compared with existing analytical computer programs, the program developed in this
research, called CONTINUITY, expands design capacity remarkably. Aor example,
PBEAM (developed by Suttikan9 ) is a general computer program for the analysis of
prestressed structures. The use of PBEAM on the particular problem of simple span
girders made continuous is cumbersome and time-consuming. BRIDGERM (by
CTL101 ) takes into account the finite length of the diaphragm, but it only does elastic
analysis and all spans are simplified to a sinle span with one or two diaphragm
attached. RESTRAINT (by Mirmiran et al. El 21) considers the two bearings at each
support and the moment-curvature of the girder and diaphragm sections, but it is
limited to two equal spans. The CONTINUITY improves upon these existing
computer programs by taking into account the two bearings at each support and the
cracking of the girder and diaphragm sections, also it can analyze bridges up to four
spans with unequal span lengths.
5. External CARP strengthening has been used widely in this country and around the
world because of its lightweight, high strength, corrosion resistance and easy
installation. However, it is mainly used for repair and rehabilitation. This study
investigates the application of CARP for new construction to improve the continuity
of simple-span girders made continuous. Test results suggest that the new CARP
connection is more advantageous than the threaded rod connection tested by Ma and
Tadros161 because it alleviates the reinforcement congestion in the diaphragm and
girder ends, and it has the potential to narrow the continuity diaphragm.
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1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
This chapter introduced the background, literature, survey and objectives of this research.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes three field tests
performed in New Jersey, including analyses of the test data. Chapter 3 focuses on the
finite element analyses. Two important factors, the amount of positive moment
reinforcement and girder age at continuity, are studied using the finite element model.
Chapter 4 describes the algorithm, verification and usage of the computer program —
CONTINUITY. Chapter 5 introduces a new type of continuity connection using carbon
fiber reinforced polymer. Also, a series of laboratory tests is presented and a design
example is given to validate the new continuity connection. The last chapter summarizes









According to the literature review and survey replies, the degree of continuity of bridges
composed of simple-span precast prestressed concrete girders made continuous can vary
from zero to one hundred percent, depending on factors such as girder age at erection,
positive moment reinforcement in diaphragms over piers, creep and shrinkage properties
of girder and deck concrete, construction sequence of deck and diaphragm, live load
level, etc. Since the girders are first erected as simply supported, continuous girders
usually have two supports over each pier (See Figure 2.l). One would not ordinarily
build a continuous beam in this fashion since it becomes difficult to control the reactions.
Deck
Reinforcement Deck 	 Diaphragm        
Elevation
Figure 2.1 Support details.
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In some cases, matters are made even more complicated by the use of additional
vertical anchor rods, which a) prevent the joint from acting as an expansion joint under
thermal loads; b) tend to add additional fixity to the support. In the latter case, these
additional anchor rods can lead to splitting and cracking of diaphragms. In any case, the
question remains regarding how bridges of this type function, particularly when there is
cracking. That is what drives this field investigation.
Many bridges of this type were visited in New Jersey. Some of the bridges had
severe cracks in the diaphragms while others didn"t. Three typical bridges were selected
for testing. Two of them are on Interstate-287. One is over Skyline Drive, which has
visible cracks in the diaphragms. Another is over Darlington Avenue, which doesn"t
have visible cracks. The third bridge is on Routes 1&9 section 2AG in Newark. Here
some of the diaphragms have cracked, but others have not. In some cases, the diaphragm
concrete is even crushed.
The rest of this chapter presents the experimental investigation of these
continuous bridges and an analytical study of the support details.
2.2 I-287 N.B. Over Skyline Drive
2.2.1 Bridge Description
This bridge is located in Oakland, Bergen County, New Jersey. It is a two-span bridge with
a continuity connection at the center pier. The first span is 85" long and the second span is
83". Both north bound and south bound have three traffic lanes and an acceleration ramp.
The girders are AASHTO Type IV girders (54'). Each girder has 46 prestressing strands
(270 ksi, l/2' diameter). The average girder spacing is 8".
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Continuity is provided by casting an 8.5' deck on top and an 8' diaphragm between
the girders. Positive moment connection is provided by extending and bending the bottom
row of prestressing strands (10). A l.25' dowel is put in each girder line between the two
span girders to prevent uplift.
2.2.2 Instrumentation
North bound bridge was chosen to be instrumented. Due to access limitations, it was not
possible to install strain gages at the center of either of the two spans. Aor the same reason,
it was not possible to instrument internal girders, leaving the shoulder girder to be
instrumented. It should be added that there was an acceleration ramp at this level, further
distancing the shoulder girder from the center of the roadway where there was heavy
traffic. Thus, instrumentation included strain gages at the ends of the girders on both sides






































Figure 2.2 Layout and instrumentation of 1-287 NB over Skyline Dr, Mahwah, NJ.
Deck 
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Figure 2.3 Instrumentation on girders (I-287 NB over Skyline Drive).
A total of three strain gages were installed at each end section: one on the bottom
of the girder and two attached to the opposite sides of the girder top flange (Aigure 2.3).
Gage SB (south bottom) was on the bottom of beam 20, gage NB (north bottom) was on
the bottom of beam 41, STL (south top left) was on the left side of the top flange of beam
20, STR (south top right) was on the right side of the top flange of beam 20, NTL (north
top left) was on the left side of the top flange of beam 41 and NTR (north top right) was
on the right side of the top flange of beam 41. A Rosette gage was installed on the
diaphragm between B 19 and B20. Strain readings were collected by 6 data acquisition
units (P3500) and recorded on a computer.
2.2.3 Test Results
As shown in Aigure 2.4, the diaphragm at the continuity joint cracks right through the
middle. This is consistent with what is typically expected to happen when the time-




Figure 2.4 Diaphragm bottom crack, 1-287 NB over Skyline Drive.
Despite several attempts, no significant output was measured in any of the strain
gages (Aigure 2.5 only shows the response of the gages at the bottom of the girders,
readings of top gages were even smaller). This could be either due to a lack of any
continuity (i.e., no bending strain at the ends of a simply supported beam) or it could be
due to the fact that the shoulder girder does not carry much of the roadway service load.
Additional measurements were made while driving a NJDOT truck right over the girder
instrumented. Data were read directly from P3500 when the truck stopped at each
location. Table 2.1 lists the response of the gages when the truck was at the midspan of
span l, over the center support and at the midspan of span 2. Still there were no
significant readings. These combined with visible wide cracks at the joint indicate that
this connection provides little or no continuity under service load.
(a) Responses of gages NB and SB when there was no load.
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(b) Response of gages NB and SB when there was a truck passing.
Figure 2.5 Response of gages NB and SB.
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NB 2 0 0 0 0
SB -0.5 -l.5 1.5 8.5 -0.5
NTR 3 2 -2 4 5
STL -2.5 -l.5 1.5 2.5 -0.5
ROSETTE -l 0 0 -l 0
STR 4.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.5
Note: N-north (span 2), S-south (spani), B-girder bottom, T-girder top L-left side of
girder top flange and R-right side of girder top flange.
2.3	 I-287 N.B. Over Darlington Ave
2.3.1 Bridge Description
This bridge is located in Mahwah, Bergen County, New Jersey. It is a continuous multi-
span precast prestressed concrete bridge made continuous through a cast-in-place
concrete deck. The southbound bridge has four spans and the northbound one has three
spans. The northbound bridge was instrumented. It is 44.5" wide from parapet to parapet
and has two 12" traffic lanes and two shoulders of 5" and 12" wide.
Each span has six AASHTO Type VI girders spaced 8.5" on center. A typical
girder section is shown in Aigure 2.6. The first span girders have 30 seven-wire 270 ksi
pre-stressing strands; the second span girders have 58 strands, and the third span girders
have 56 strands. All the pre- strands are bent up at third points, as shown in Aigure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6 Girder cross section (from design drawing).
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Figure 2.7 Strand layout of girders (from design drawing).
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Continuity is established by providing negative and positive moment
reinforcement in the deck and diaphragm. The negative moment reinforcement is #7 bars
at 7.5' plus #7 bars at 15'. The positive moment connection is provided by extending
eight prestressing strands from girder ends (Figure 2.8). No anchor bolts are provided in
each girder line. Instead, 6' diameter posts are used in the diaphragm between the
stringers. These posts are separated from the diaphragm via a compressible joint material
(Aigure 2.9).
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Aor this bridge, span 1 is simply supported. Span 2 and 3 are continuous. A girder line
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Figure 2.10 Instrumentation on 1-287 NB over Darlington Ave, Mahwah, NJ.
Girders B 10 and B 16 were instrumented. The strain gages at beam end were
located 2" from the diaphragm face. Three gages were installed at each end location: top
flange left, top flange right and center of the beam bottom (see Aigure 2.11). These gages
were supposed to give information about the moment transferred from one girder end to
the other. Another strain gage was installed near the mid-span of Bl6 to further verify
presence of live load. Because of access limitations, no gages could be installed at the







Figure 2.11 Instrumentation on girders.
Two-inch long strain gages were usedM They were connected to a data acquisition
system (StrainSmart 5000) via special noise-proof wires. The system can take up to 50
readings in a secondM An observer was sent onto the bridge to watch the traffic and give


















2.3.3 Results and Analyses
More than 40 measurements were taken from the above setup. Figure 2.12 shows a
typical plot of the strain gage readings.
Time (sec)
Figure 2.12 Typical readings (all gages).
where S — B10 (South span)
N — B 16 (North span)
















All top gage readings are within the range of —2 to +2 micro-strain. The reason is
that these top gages are located near the neutral axis of the composite girder-deck section.
For clarity, top readings are eliminated in the following diagrams. Figure 2.13 shows
typical readings with one truck traversing the bridge.
Ti me (sec)
Figure 2.13 Readings of bottom gages when a truck is passing over.
Gages SB (south bottom) and NB (north bottom) are in compression and they
follow each other well. The maximum difference between the two is about 20%. This
shows that there is good continuity in the connection, which confirms our observation
that no cracks were found in the diaphragm. SB and NB would behave differently if no
or low continuity was the case.
There were two peaks on NB while there was only one truck passing over. The
first peak occurred when the truck was at mid-span of the south beam (B 10). The second
peak corresponded to the situation when the truck was at mid-span of the north beam
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(B 16). Another observation is that these two peaks have approximately the same value,
which also indicates that good continuity was establishedM
Response of gage NC (mid-span of north beam) first goes down about 3 micro-
strains, and then bounces up to +26 micro-strains. The negative peak appeared when the
truck was at mid-span of B10, which coincided with the first peak of NB and SBM If no
continuity were established, the negative peak of NC gage would not appear when the
truck is in the other span. The positive peak occurred when the truck was right above the
NC gageM
2.3.4 Degree of Continuity
In his analytical study, Mirmiran et al. 1111 defined "continuity index' as the ratio of live
load moment at the support (or midspan) obtained from analysis to the corresponding
elastic moment assuming full continuityM Thus, the continuity indices for supports are
smaller than one and those for midspans are larger than one. Because there was no way
to stop traffic, the exact values of the live load were not knownM This makes it impossible
to follow this definition for continuity index.
To determine the degree of continuity of this bridge, an analytical study was
performedM The velocity of the vehicle was calculated from the test dataM The live load
level was calibrated by matching the analytical mid-span strain with that from the testM
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Figure 2.14 Theoretical strains at mid-spans and girder ends.
Continuity can be defined as the moment-transfer capacity of a joint. Since gage
NC was not at the exact center of span 3, girder end gages were used to calculate the
degree of continuity. Because the live load was unknown, relative values instead of
absolute values are used to determine the degree of continuity, which is defined as:
D.O.C•=Rtest I Rtheo.
where D.O.C. — degree of continuity.
Rtest — equals the maximum strain in NB (span 3 near support) divided by the
maximum strain in SB (span 2 near support), when the truck is in the
middle of span 2, from test data.
Rtheo. — theoretical value, equals the maximum strain in NB (span 3 near support)
divided by the maximum strain in SB (span 2 near support), when the
truck is in the middle of span 2, from elastic analysis assuming full
continuity.
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Aor Darlington bridge, Rtest r 7.949/7M665, Rtheo. = 8Ml26/6M762M Thus, the degree
of continuity, DMO.CM = Rtest / Rtheo. = 80%. Applying similar calculation to the case when
the truck was on span 3 yields a DMO.C. of 100%M The average degree of continuity of 1-
287 NB over Darlington Ave is 90%M This agrees with the fact that there are no visible
cracks in the continuity diaphragm.
The good performance of this bridge comes from its support detail. There are no
anchor bolts in the continuity diaphragm. Although posts are provided, they are off the
girder lines and are separated from the diaphragm by compressible materialsM
2.4 Rt. 1&9 S.B. Section 2AG
2.4.1 Bridge Overview
Aield tests were also carried out to examine the degree of continuity of the bridge on Rt.
1&9 Section 2AG over Wilson Avenue, Newark, New Jersey (Aigure 2.15)M This bridge
has 52 spansM The southbound bridge is composed of two parts, express and local, each
has two traffic lanes and a shoulderM Spans 10 to 13 are 4-span continuous with equal
span length of 102 feet. The girders are 63' AASHTO Type V girders, and the deck slab
is 7M75' thickM
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Figure 2.15 Rt. 1&9 S.B. section 2AG, Newark.
2.4.2 Crack Patterns
Girder Top Cracks 
Aine cracks were found in the top flanges of span 10 girders. The reason for this will be
explained later in the concluding remarks of this chapter.
Diaphragm Cracks
A thorough inspection of the bridge showed that many of the diaphragms over the
supports had cracked. Most of the cracks initiated from the interface between the girder
and the diaphragm and were located at 45° relative to the center of the diaphragm, and
then up. Some others formed between the diaphragm and the girder ends (see Figure
2.16 and Figure 2.17). At one location of west fascia, diaphragm concrete was crushed
(Figure 2.18).
Figure 2.16 Diaphragm crack at fascia beam (Rt. 1&9, Newark).
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Figure 2.17 Typical diaphragm crack at inner beams (Rt. l&9, Newark).
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Figure 2.18 A close-up of the crushed concrete at fascia beam (Rt. 1&9, Newark).
One reason for diaphragm cracking comes from the fixed supports. These
continuity supports are designed to be fixed in the longitudinal direction by providing
thin elastomeric bearings and four anchor rods at the piers. This fixity might cause
cracks in the diaphragm when the bridge is subjected to temperature loads and axial creep
of the prestressed girders.
A review of the connection detail also sheds some light on possible reasons for
these damages. Figure 2.19 is taken from the original plan. When the section is under
positive moment due to creep of the prestressed girders, the positive moment
reinforcement is put into tension. The cracks initiate at the bottom of the diaphragm and
develop upward. The concrete between the U shaped positive moment reinforcement is
in compression. When the positive moment is large enough, the concrete in between





The four 2.5' diameter anchor rods in the continuity diaphragm plus the two
bearings at each pier may form couples, which add to the fixity of the jointsM The pull-
out forces in the anchor rods also have played a role in the diaphragm crackingM Section
2.5 discusses this issue in detailM
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Figure 2.19 Diaphragm details at fixed piers (RtM l&9 design drawings)M
The last observation regarding the original design is about the horizontal
development length of the positive connectionM The PCA design method, which is the
base for the current AASHTO specification for the design of simple girders made
continuous, specifies that the distance between the girder end and the inner surface of the
hook should be at least 12 times the bar diameter to develop the yield strength of the
positive moment reinforcementM Aor #6 bars, this distance should be 9 inches. Arom
Aigure 2.19 one can see that there are two layers of positive moment reinforcementM The
horizontal development length for the bottom layer is 10M75 inches while it is only 7M75
inches for the top layer, which is less than the required 9 inches. The PCA tests also
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showed that the hook connections were not as satisfactory as the welded connections with
respect to ultimate strength, deflection and crack controlM The maximum crack width of
the hook connections was 54% larger than that of the welded connections, and the crack
opening rates were 50%, 120% and 400% faster than those of welded connections for the
three specimens tested by PCAM
2.4.3 Test Procedures
The third stringer (counting from West) of the local lanes was instrumentedM In addition
to what was done for Darlington, all four mid-span strains were measured. Aurthermore
linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) and direct current displacement
transducers (DCDT) were used to measure the deflection at the girder ends. Aigure 2.20
shows pictures of strain gage installation and the data acquisition system.
Aigure 2M21 shows the instrumentation layoutM Gage numbers are shown at their
corresponding locationsM Gage #l, #2, #5 and #16 were at mid-spansM They were
mounted to the bottom of the girders. Gage #10 and #11 were on the top flange of span
10 girder, one to the left and the other to the right. Gage #12 and #13 were on the top
flange of span 11 girderM All the top gages were located one foot from the diaphragm
edgeM "a' and "b' were DCDTs mounted to the girder endsM "c' and "d' were LVDTs.
In some tests, gages 3, 4, 6 and 7 were mounted to the bottom of the girders, l" from the
diaphragm edgeM
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Figure 2.21 Instrumentation layout of Rt. 1&9 tests (Elevation).
After all the gages and transducers were set up, they were connected to a data
acquisition system (StrainSmart 5000) through special cards. After zeroing and
calibrating all the channels, the system started to monitor the response of all the sensors.
The scan rate was 50 times per second. Since a trigger was programmed in advance, the
system could automatically record 3 seconds before and 5 seconds after the trigger was
activated. This way, the system was able to record automatically when the readings
exceeded a certain value.
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2.4.4 Test Results
Top Gages at Girder Ends
Figure 2.22 shows typical strain readings in the top gages #10—#13. As can be seen,
strains in gage #12 and gage #13 are negligible. Gages 10 and 11 have significant
readings, especially gage 10, which is right across a visible crack. Although no visible
cracks were found under gage 11, micro cracks might form under the concrete, because
gage 10 and 11 were on the same girder. Gage 10 was on the west side of the top flange
and gage 11 was on the east side.
Ti me (sec)
Figure 2.22 Girder top gages near supports.
Similar to 1-287N over Darlington, it is believed that these top gages were near
the neutral axis of the composite section. No more top gages were installed.
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Bottom Gages at Girder Ends 
Gages 3 and 4 are near pier 10. Gages 6 and 7 are near pier 11. It can be seen that gages
near the same support follow the same trend, showing some degree of continuity. When
the truck is at the mid-span, the negative peaks of these gages reach 3-4 micro strains.
The positive peaks are due to the bridge vibration.
Ti me (sec)
Figure 2.23 Bottom gages near supports.
Mid-span Gages 
Theoretically, for a four-span continuous beam, the maximum strains at the center of
exterior spans should be larger than those of the interior spans because exterior spans are
only continuous at one support while interior spans are continuous at both supports.
Figure 2.24 shows a typical strain history of the gages at mid-spans when a truck was
passing over. For positive strains, span 10 and 13 were at the same level; span 11 was the
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largest while span 12 was the smallest. This was different from expected. Apparently,
span 11 had the least continuity and span 12 had the most.
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Figure 2.24 Strain history of mid-span gages from test.
LVDTs and DCDTs 
The LVDTs and DCDTs were placed near supports, 1.5" from the bearing center line, to
measure the deflection at those points. Typical readings are shown in Figure 2.25. Take
LVDT 1 and LVDT 2 for an example. When the truck was on span 10, LVDT 1 read
maximum downward deflection while LVDT 2 read maximum upward deflection, which
suggested some degree of continuity but the values were too small to quantify. These
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Figure 2.25 LVDT and DCDT readings.
2.4.5 Degree of Continuity
Comparing mid-span strains from tests with those from analyses, one can expect that
span 12 has the highest degree of continuity while span 11 has the lowest. But it is
inappropriate to define "degree of continuity' the same way as was done for the bridge
on I-287 NB over Darlington Ave. For Darlington bridge, "degree of continuity' is
defined as the moment-transfer capacity of a joint. It is appropriate for Darlington
because there are no anchor bolts in the girder lines. Moments do get transferred fully
from one side of the joint to the other. But for RtM 1&9 bridge, there are four 2.5"
diameter anchor rods in each girder line. Moments not only get transferred to the other
side, but also get transferred to the pier. Therefore, the negative strain values for support
and mid-span gages are relatively small (only 2-3 micro strains after deduction of noise).
Degree of continuity must be defined in another way to account for the fixity exerted by
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those anchor rods.
If the live load is known, one can determine the degree of continuity of the bridge
by comparing the test strain to the theoretical strain either at midspan or at support. Since
it was impossible to close the bridge or even stop traffic, there was no way to get the
exact location and weight of the truck when strain measurements were made. One
possible way of estimating the live load is to simulate the bridge response using computer
models. Efforts are first made to study the response of this bridge by modeling those
anchor rods and bearing pads at each support.
Figure 2.26 shows the support detail of the first model. Each girder is modeled
with 20 beam elements. The elastomeric bearing pads are modeled with compression-
only elements. The anchor rods are modeled with spring elements. IoM and II are moment
of inertia of the composite section at mid-span and at the diaphragm, respectively.
Element birth and death features are utilized to simulate the staged construction, i.e.
girders are simply supported for dead loads and continuous for live loads and
superimposed dead loads. Thus, only live loads and superimposed dead loads will
introduce reactions in the anchor rods.





Figure 2.26 Model 1 support detail.
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Figure 2.27 shows the reactions in those anchor rods from the 1 st model. Flu to F6
represent the forces in the six anchor rods from left to right (compression is negative and
tension is positive). The peaks coincide with mid-span strain peaks when the truck is at the
middle of each span. Observe that when the truck is at the middle of span 10, the second
rod (F2) goes to maximum tension, while the first rod is in compressionM This holds for all
other cases. Depending on crack patterns of the diaphragm, the effective anchorage of
these anchor rods could be different at different piers or even at a same pier. For example
in Figure 2.16, more damage is done to the left of the diaphragm, making the left rods less
reliable than the right ones. As a result, each pier could provide different restraints to the






Figure 2.27 Reaction in anchor rods from model 1.
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The 2nd model is then developed based on the above elastic model to simulate the
responses of the bridge. Three different moments of inertia are given to each continuity
diaphragm (one for the left, one for the right and their average for the center) to reflect
different levels of restraint applied by the complex support system to the left span and to
the right spanM Total 6 moments of inertia are given to the beam portions over the three
supports. The moment of inertia of the girder is IoM, same as that in model 1M Aigure 2M28
shows the support detail of the second model.






Figure 2.28 Model 2 support detailM
Velocity of the vehicle is calculated from the test data (data were recorded every
0.02 sec). Live load is estimated from the LVDT and DCDT readings by multiplying
them by the stiffness of the elastomeric bearing pads. Aor the test shown in Aigure 2M24,
velocity of the truck equals 75 ft/sec (51 mph), and the live load equals 19,000 albs, which
is 30% of an AASHTO HS2O-44 truckM Three wheel loads spacing 14" and 30" with a
velocity of 75 ft/sec are applied to the model for transient dynamic analysis. The
damping ratio is assumed to be 3%. By trial and error, the analytical mid-span strains
shown in Aigure 2M29 were obtained with the following parameters: I 1 = I0/30, I2 = L/600,
13 = L/600, 14 = L, 15 = 1o, and 16 = 10/30. It can be seen that the results match the test data
very wellM
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Figure 2.29 Analytical mid-span strains from model 2.
The 3 rd model is simply to get the analytical responses assuming full continuity at
all supports. The same parameters (load, speed, damping ratio etc.) as in model 2 are used,
except that I I through 10 are all equal to IoM. The results are shown in Aigure 2.30.
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Figure 2.30 Analytical mid-span strains from model 3.
Following Mirmiran's definition111, the continuity indices for spans 10, 11, 12
and 13 at mid-span would be 1.25, l.85, 1.07 and 1.25, respectively. The closer the
continuity index is to one, the higher is the degree of continuity. Thus, span 12 is the
most continuous while span 11 is the least continuous. Spans 10 and 13 have the same
continuity.
It is more natural to define degree of continuity as 0% for simple spans and 100%
for fully continuous spans. Degree of continuity is defined as:
D.O.C. = (s5 — st )1(s, — es )
where D.O.C. — degree of continuity.
£ s — midspan strain for simple spans.
E r — midspan strain from test.
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E c — midspan strain assuming full continuityM
The degrees of continuity thus calculated for four spans are 57%, 17%, 95% and 65%,
respectively. It can be seen that span 12 has the highest DMO.CM (95%), span 11 has the
lowest (17%) and spans 10, 13 are around 60%, which agree with the results using
Mirmiran"s definition. The average degree of continuity for this bridge is 59%M
2.5 Analysis of Support Details
Arom the above field tests, it is clear that the support details (having two bearings at each
pier and providing anchor bolts in the continuity diaphragm) make the bridges behave
differently from analysis assuming idealized "pin' or "roller' supportsM This section
presents an analytical study on the support details using 2-D finite element modelsM
A two-span continuous bridge with equal spans of 80" is taken as an example.
The girders are 54' deep and the deck is 6' in thickness. The continuity diaphragm
between the two girder ends is 12' and the distance between the center line of the two
bearings at each pier is 20'. A concentrated load of 72 kips is applied at the midspan of
span 1.
The girder, deck, part of pier and bearings are all modeled with 2-D plain stress
elements. The modulus of elasticity is 4.5x106 psi for girder concrete and 0.2x10 6 psi for
bearingM Since the bearings only take compression and the load is applied to the left span,
only the left bearing is modeledM The composite girder is divided into five elements in
the vertical direction and 41 elements in the horizontal direction for each span. The









Three support details are studied: l) without anchor bolts, 2) with one row of
anchor bolts placed in the middle of the diaphragm, and 3) with two rows of anchor bolts
spaced 12' apart (6' each side from the diaphragm center). Each row has two anchor
bolts of 2" diameter put in the transverse direction. Figure 2.31 shows the model without
anchor bolts. The top figure shows the whole model. The bottom is a close-up of the
support area.
Figure 2.31 2-D finite element model of a 2-span bridge.
Analytical results are listed in Table 2.2. The second column lists the horizontal
stress at midspan. It can be seen that the values are close to one another. The stress at
midspan with one row of bolts is 3% less than that without bolts and the stress with two
rows of bolts is 7% less than that without bolts. For the stresses in the diaphragm, the three
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models differ considerably from one anotherM Aor horizontal stress, the value changes from
—648 psi (compression) to —62 psi for one row of bolts case and to 80 psi (tension) for two
rows of bolts caseM Aor vertical stress, the value increases from 230 psi to 1,164 psi for one
row of bolts case and to l,485 psi for two row of bolts case, which is 6.5 times higher than
the case without bolts. These tension stresses - combined with the positive restraint
moment caused by time dependent effects - make the diaphragm prone to crackingM
Therefore, it is desirable not to use anchor bolts in the continuity diaphragmM If anchor
bolts have to be provided, they should be placed in the diaphragm off the girder lines and
be sheathedM Aigures 2M32 to 2.34 show comparisons of stresses at the midspan and at the
support.










Without Bolts 1,522 -648 230
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(a) Without anchor bolts.
(b) With 1 row of anchor bolts.
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(c) With 2 row of anchor bolts.
Figure 2.32 Comparison of horizontal stresses at midspan (continued).
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(a) Without anchor bolts.

















(b) With 1 row of anchor bolts.
(c) With 2 row of anchor bolts.
Figure 2.33 Comparison of horizontal stresses at the support (continued).
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(a) Without anchor bolts.
(b) With 1 row of anchor bolts.
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Figure 2.34 Comparison of vertical stresses at the support.
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(c) With 2 row of anchor bolts.
Figure 2.34 Comparison of vertical stresses at the support (continued).
2.6 Conclusions And Recommendations
Based on the above experimental and analytical studies, the following conclusions are
made:
1. The degree of continuity under service load ranges from 0% to 90% for the bridges
tested. The bridge on I-287NB over Darlington Avenue has 90% continuity, the
bridge on Rt. 1&9SB in Newark has 59% continuity and the bridge on I-287NB over
Skyline Drive has 0% continuity.
2. The difference in continuity is caused by many factors, among which time dependent
effects (mainly creep) play an important role. A thorough comparison of the three
bridges suggests that girder age at continuity might be the most important factor. The
girder age data are difficult to get. Visual inspection shows that the Skyline Overpass
has more of a creep effect, because one can clearly see its upward camber after 10
years of service. This supports the fact that its diaphragms crack and no continuity
was measured.
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3. Embedding the girders in the diaphragm, using thin elastomeric pads that has little
lateral deformation capacity and providing anchor bolts in girder lines make the
supports more like "fixed'M The fixity restrains the girders from sliding and rotating,
and causes cracking in the diaphragm and even in the top flange of the girders.
Skyline overpass has one 1.25' diameter anchor rod; Rt. l&9 bridge has four 2M5'
diameter anchor rods; Darlington bridge doesn"t have anchor bolts in girder lines,
instead 6' diameter posts are put in the diaphragm between the stringersM These posts
are separated from the diaphragm by compressible padsM Darlington bridge turns out
to have the highest degree of continuityM Possible improvements for the current
design include: a) de-bonding the girder ends or not embedding them at all; b) avoid
using anchor bolts in girder lines; if they have to be used, try to put them in the
diaphragm between stringers and sheath them to allow for free rotation of the girders;
c) it is preferable to design only one "pin' support (fixed both vertically and
horizontally) for continuous spans to allow for longitudinal deformationM If more
than one pin is provided, design shall account for all the longitudinal forces including
temperature changes, axial creep of the prestressed girders, shrinkage of the concrete,
wind on live load and wind on structures, etcM
4. U-shaped positive moment connections don"t perform as well as expected, especially
when the horizontal development length is inadequate. Per PCA test results, it is
recommended that welded connections be used for the positive moment
reinforcement. Or more effectively, make the girders continuous for slab dead load
and avoid providing the positive moment reinforcement in the diaphragmM
CHAPTER 3
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES
As mentioned in the literature review, much work has been done, and computer programs
have been developed to calculate the time dependent effects of simple span girders made
continuous since 1960s, but all these efforts were based on beam theory and usually
employed two-dimensional modelsM With the rapid development of digital computing,
there are many comprehensive engineering software packages available (such as ANSYS,
ADINA, and ABAQUS) to solve these problems. All of these packages have mature
nonlinear equation solvers, and convergence control techniques. There are also 3-D solid
elements suitable to model reinforced concrete structures. Ainite element analysis can
give more insight into the problem in question, especially for the connection area (girder
ends and diaphragms including negative and positive moment reinforcement).
This chapter presents the finite element analysis of simple span girders made
continuousM Material properties including the creep and shrinkage of concrete and the
relaxation of prestressing strands are programmed and linked to ANSYSM The finite
element model using these materials is then verified with PCA testsM Two important
factors affecting the performance of simple span girders made continuous, namely the
girder age at continuity and the amount of the positive moment reinforcement, are studied
using the verified finite element model.
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3.1 The Finite Element Model
3.1.1 Material Models
Concrete creep and shrinkage and strand relaxation are the driving factors for the restraint
moment that will develop in bridges composed of simple span girders made continuous.
ACI-209R (92) concrete creep and shrinkage models and PCI strand relaxation model are
used in this study. These material models are not readily available in the existing
software packages. They were programmed and linked into ANSYS under this study
through "User Supplied Material Model' option.
ACI Committee 209 — Concrete Creep Model
Creep is defined as the time-dependent increase of strain in hardened concrete subjected
to sustained stressM It includes drying creep, where no moisture movement to or from the
environment, and drying creep which is caused by drying of the concreteM Creep
coefficient is the ratio of creep strain to initial elastic strainM The creep prediction
recommended by ACI-209 applies to normal weight and all lightweight concrete using
both moist and steam curing and Type I and III cementM According to ACI-209, the creep
coefficient at any time "t' is:
t0.6
C = 	
t 10 + t" cu
where At = Creep coefficient at time "t'M
Auk= Ultimate creep coefficient, usually 2.35, should be modified by factors
determined from concrete age at loading, ambient temperature and
humidity, minimum size of specimen, volume surface ratio, etcM
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E c, 10 + t" 
Cu
where E„= Creep strain at time "t'
Et = Initial strain
o-t = Initial stress
Ea = Initial Modulus of Elasticity
Rate of creep
EA Mat • C+
cr = 	
	Ed 	 (10 t "
An incremental solution scheme is carried out. The time steps used in this model as well
as the following models should not be very large, especially at the beginning, in order to
get accurate results.
ACI Committee 209 — Concrete Shrinkage Model
Shrinkage is the decrease with time of concrete volume due to changes in the moisture
content of the concrete and physico-chemical changesM Shrinkage includes drying
shrinkage, autogenous shrinkage and carbonation shrinkage. Drying shrinkage is due to
moisture loss in the concrete; autogenous shrinkage is caused by cement hydration; and
carbonation shrinkage results as the cement hydration products are carbonated in the
presence of CO2MM The ACI-209 shrinkage model applies to normal weight and all
lightweight concrete using both moist and steam curing and Type I and III cement. For
seven-day moist cured concrete, shrinkage is:
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(ash = 35t+ t (E. ii )u
Aor 1-3 days steam cured concrete, shrinkage is:
(Kash )t = 55t+ t (E shun
where(ash )t = Shrinkage at time "t' after curing.
(ES),, = Ultimate shrinkage of concrete, usually 780x106in/in, should be
modified by factors determined from days of curing, ambient
temperature and humidity, minimum size of specimen, volume surface
ratio, etcM
t 	 = Time in days after curingM
Concrete shrinkage is modeled as thermal loads:
(EA )t = a • AT
AT = (Exit la
where AT = Equivalent temperature drop
a = Coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete
PCI Model - RelaDation of Prestressing Strands
Relaxation is the stress reduction in the strands with time when they are stressed to some
initial value and held at a constant strainM This phenomenon only becomes significant at
high stress levelsM Elevated temperature (above 100°A) may greatly increase the
relaxation. PCI32 models are used in the finite element analysisM
Aor stress relieved strands,
logic(24t)  (fFt0M55
f". j f Flu	10	f
Aor low relaxation strands,
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fsr =
log lc, (240 	0M55
45	 Cy
where fsr = Relaxation of pre-strands at time "t' (psi)M
fst = Initial stress of pre-strands (psi).
Cy = Yield strength of pre-strands (psi)M
t = Time in days after pre-stress application.
Rate of relaxation,
fsr=	A" [fst0.55 • 1
451n 10
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where Es r Modulus of elasticity of pre-strandsM
3.1.2 Finite Element Model
The girder, deck and diaphragm concretes are modeled with 3-D solid elements (SolidA5
in ANSYS) with creep, cracking and crushing capabilities. Reinforcement and
prestressing strands are modeled with 3-D spar elements (Link8 in ANSYS) with bilinear
material properties.
Aor a two-span continuous bridge with equal spans, only a quarter of a stringer is
modeled because of symmetryM Boundary conditions are applied accordinglyM At a cross
section, the girder (half) is modeled with ten Solid65 elements, the deck slab (half) is
modeled with five SolidA5 elements. Meshing in the longitudinal direction varies
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according to the problemsM Aigure 3M2 shows the finite element model.
Element birth and death features were used to model staged constructionM
Initially, the girder is simply supported and the gravity load of the girder is applied. The
girder then experiences time dependent effects (creep and shrinkage of concrete and
relaxation of prestressing strands) up to the age when deck and diaphragm concrete are
pouredM At this stage, the deck, diaphragm concrete and the reinforcement are born
stress-free. The whole structure then experiences the time dependent effects until the
application of the live loadM
Time step is small at the beginning of the solution and gets larger towards the end.
During the first 100 days, time increment is set to one dayM From 101 days up to a year
time step is increased to five days, and thereafter time step is set to ten daysM In addition,
automatic time stepping is turned on, which means whenever the solution is not
converged at certain time step, the program will automatically cut the time step in half,
then in quarter ..M, until the solution convergesM Convergence criteria is set to 0M001, iMe.
when the square root sum of squares (SRSS) of the imbanlanced forces is less than one





Figure 3.1 Finite element model.
3.2	 Comparison with PCA Tests and Other Analytical Methods
To verify the finite element model, the analytical results using this model were compared
to PCA test results and those of other analytical methods.
3.2.1 PCA Test Outline
The PCA tests were carried out on two half-scale specimens of a real two-span bridge.
Each span of the test structure was 33" long. The girders were simply supported at first
and then made continuous through cast-in-place deck slabs. Beaml/2 (composed of
simple girders 1 and 2) and Beaml/2 (composed of simple girders 3 and 2) were virtually
identical except that Beaml/2 had positive moment reinforcement (2 #l) at the interior
support while Beam1/2 didn't have any positive moment reinforcement.
The girders were I-shaped in cross section. Each girder was prestressed with 28
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seven-wire stress relieved strands of l/4 inch diameterM The prestressing force was 155
kips. The strands were released at the girder age of 9 daysM After the prestress release,
each pair of girders was positioned on top of three columns that served as supportsM
Thirteen days after positioning, 800 lb concrete blocks were hung every 3" along the
girders to compensate for the dead weight of the half-scale model. The negative and
positive moment reinforcements (if any) were then installed and deck/diaphragm concrete
was cast at a girder age of 29 days. The deck formwork was removed 5 days laterM
After removal of the deck formwork, service live load tests were carried out at
different intervals. The central support reaction, mid-span deflection and strains in the
negative moment reinforcement were measured during each test. The structures were
finally tested to destruction at a girder age of A90-A90 days.
The cross section of the specimen is illustrated in Aigure 3.l and the material
properties are listed in Table 3Ml.
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Figure 3.2 Cross section of PCA specimensM
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Table 3.1 Material Properties of PCA Specimens
Item Properties
Prestressing Strands f u  =28Oksi
f y =254ksi
E s  =29,500ksi
Negative Steel over piers fa 	 •=29 5ksi
E s =29,SOOksi
Positive Steel in Diaphragm fad =S0ksi
E s =29,500ksi
Girder Concrete 3-day moist cure, type LIT cement,
50°C, 50% humidity
f e '=5,250psi
Deck and Diaphragm Concrete l-day moist cure, type HI cement,
50°C, 50% humidity
f e'=2,920psi
3.2.2 Comparison of Results
The finite element model described in Section 3Ml was used to do the analysis. A total of
1055 elements were used to model a quarter of each PCA specimen, among which 325
were Solid65 9-node block elements and 510 were Link9 2-node bar elements. The
solution time for each run was approximately four to five hoursM
A comparison of the central support reaction of Beam3/4 is plotted in Aigure 3M3.
The results of PBEAM91  and REATRAINTE11  are also plottedM It can be seen that the
finite element results agree well with the PCA test dataM At the beginning, differential
shrinkage dominates, causing the central support reaction to increaseM Then the creep
effect catches up as time passes causing the central support reaction to decreaseM Both the
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reason could be that the ACI model underestimates the concrete creep in this caseM The
ACI model assumes seven days moisture cure or one to three days steam cure of
concrete, but the specimens were moisture cured for three days in PCA tests and ACI
doesn"t give any modification factor to account for this case. The AEA results also
underestimate the differential shrinkage a bitM Results from RESTRAINT agree well with

















Days from stripping deck forms
Figure 3.3 Comparison of central support reaction of Beam3/4.
A comparison of the central support reaction of Beam1/2 is plotted in Aigure 3M4M
Results of RESTRAINT are also plottedM No data are available from PBEAM or CTL for
this beamM RESTRAINT in this case overestimates the increase of the reactionM Aor
some reason, the decrease is not complete, but it can be seen that the data underestimate
the decrease of central support reaction. The AEA results agree well with the ascending
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Days from stripping deck forms
Figure 3.4 Comparison of central support reaction of Beaml/2M
Aigure 3M5 shows the variation of Beam3/2 central support moment due to live
load at different stages. The finite element model predicts cracking of deck slab at a
girder age of 55 days instead of 25 days, meaning that the AE model slightly
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(b) Girder age of 55 days.






























(c) Girder age of A92 daysM
Figure 3.5 Variation of central support moment with load at different girder ages
(continued).
Aor Beaml/2, the central support moment is still linear with regard to live load
instead of hi-linear which would indicate the closing of the cracks. This means that the
AE model overestimates the positive moment resistanceM The reasons could be that: l)
the creep coefficient used in the AE model was lower than the real value, thus the positive
restraint moment was not large enough to crack the diaphragm; 2) the negative moment
reinforcement was placed in two layers (top and bottom) while in reality it was in one
layer in the middle of the deck slabM If the crack propagated into the deck slab, the
bottom reinforcement could resist some moment; and 3) to help convergence, a small
amount of positive moment reinforcement was provided in the diaphragmM
Arom the comparison of results, it is concluded that the AE model is capable of
analyzing the time dependent effects of bridges composed of precast, prestressed concrete
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girders made continuous with acceptable accuracyM This model is used to study two most
important factors affecting degree of continuityM
3.3 Parametric Study
The support restraint moment depends on many factors such as creep and shrinkage
properties of the girder and deck concrete, relaxation of the prestressing strands, girder
age at deck casting, girder age at application of live load, construction sequence of the
deck and the diaphragm, the amount of positive moment reinforcement, and structural
features like span length, number of spans, girder spacing, etc. Two important factors,
namely the girder age at deck casting and the amount of positive moment reinforcement,
were studied using the finite element model described in section 3.lM A total of 1,922
elements were used to model a quarter of each stringer, of which 495 were SolidA5 9-
node block elements and 1,325 were Link9 2-node bar elementsM The solution time for
each run was approximately 9 hoursM
3.3.1 Girder Age at Deck Casting
The girder age at deck casting is an important factor for time dependent effects, specially for
differential shrinkageM When girders are made continuous at an early age only a small
amount of differential shrinkage develops between the girder concrete and deck concrete.
Therefore, creep dominates. If live loads are applied at late ages, creep of the girder concrete
can cause a large positive moment at inner supports resulting in severe cracks in the
diaphragmM On the other hand, when the girders are made continuous at late ages differential
shrinkage will dominate. If live loads are applied early, large negative moments develop at
the piers, which will cause severe transverse deck cracking over the piers.
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A parametric study was carried out to investigate this effect. A two-span
continuous stringer was taken out from the bridge on 1-295 over Darlington Ave for
analysis. The girders are AASHTO Type VI girders. The deck is 5M5' thick. The first
span is 120" long and the second is 119", with an 9' diaphragm between the two girdersM
Positive moment reinforcement equals 2M2MCr (9 pre-strands are provided at the
diaphragm bottom). To create a scenario that can cause maximum positive moment over
the pier, the ultimate creep coefficient for both girder and deck concrete is set at 3M25.
Ultimate shrinkage is set to be 600x10 -6 inM/in. Girder age at deck casting is chosen to be
10, 29, 60 and 90 days, respectively. Live load is applied 2 years after continuity is
established.
Aigure 3MA shows the variation of mid-span moment with girder age at deck
castingM It should be noted that the live load application is elongated for clarityM In the
analyses, the live load was applied within one day, so time dependent effects are
negligible during live load applicationM The same notion applies to all following figures
in this chapter containing live load applicationsM
Aor the 10-day case, little differential shrinkage develops and creep dominates.
The mid-span moment increases with time because a positive restraint moment develops
at the inner supportM The diaphragm section fails at the girder age of 139 days when the
positive moment reinforcement yieldsM Creep also dominates the 29-day case. Aor the
A0-day and 90-day cases, differential shrinkage develops and causes the mid-span
moment to drop first and then pick up when creep strain accumulatesM
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Figure 3.6 Variation of mid-span moment with girder age at deck casting.
The curves go parallel to one another after the peak of differential shrinkage. At
service load, they"re still parallel except that the A0-day and 90-day curves jump up a
little bit because of cracking of the deck over the central support. The younger the girder
at deck casting, the bigger the mid-span moment. The difference in the mid-span
moment between 28-days and 90-days is 11% before the application of live load, and this
value drops to 5% at the service load level.
Figure l.5 shows the variation of the central support moment with girder age at
deck casting. Again, for 10-day and 28-day cases, no or little differential shrinkage
develops and creep dominates. Large positive moment develops over the central support.
While in the case of 60-day and 90-day casting, differential shrinkage develops at the
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reaches its peak, some minor cracks occur in the deck over the pier. Then creep catches
up and the curves go parallel to the 28-day one. At the live load level, the curves are also
parallel to one another except that the 60-day and 90-day curves have slope changes
because of cracking of the deck slab. The difference in the central support moment
between the 28-day and 90-day cases is 855 kip-ft before the application of live load, and
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Figure 3.5 Variation of central support moment with girder age at deck casting.
•
When a small creep coefficient of 1.625 is specified, differential shrinkage will
dominate, specially when the girders are older at deck casting.
From the above discussion, it is concluded that girder age at deck casting plays a
major role in developing the time dependent effects. There is a remarkable difference in
the design moments, especially over the piers (up to A2% in this case). Conventional
design without considering girder age can be un-conservative.
10 - Day
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Some states like Tennessee specifies a minimum girder age of 90 days before
pouring the deck and diaphragm concreteM Continuity at later age can cause large
differential shrinkage between the girder and deck concreteM As a result, the deck
concrete might crack severely due to live load and additional negative moment caused by
differential shrinkageM Many factors affecting concrete creep and shrinkage, such as the
components of the concrete mix, properties of the concrete components, ambient
temperature and relative humidity, are beyond designer"s control. It might not be
appropriate to specify a specific girder age at continuity, but pouring the deck concrete at
an early girder age (less than 29 days) is not recommended based on this studyM
3.3.2 Amount of Positive Moment Reinforcement
To study the effect of the amount of positive moment reinforcement on the behavior of
this type of bridge, the same example is usedM The ultimate creep coefficient for both
girder and deck concrete is 3M25 and the ultimate shrinkage is A00x10 -6 in./inM Deck and
diaphragm concrete is cast at a girder age of 29 days. The positive moment
reinforcement is chosen to be 0.49M„, 1.2M,, 2.4M„, and 4.8Mcr, respectively, where
Mcr is the positive cracking moment of the continuity diaphragmM
Aigure 3M9 shows the variation of central support moment with the amount of
positive moment reinforcementM Observe that a larger central support moment develops
with more positive moment reinforcement, but the differences are relatively small. The
maximum difference before live load application is 212 kip-ft (15%) between amounts of
reinforcement equivalent to 0.49M„ and 2.8M cr . The difference drops to 45 kip-ft under
live loadM The small amount of reinforcement for 0M29M„ should develop a moment of
Mcr (l,135 kip-ft). The model predicts a positive restraint moment of 1,250 kip-ft, which
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is 10% larger than expected. This additional resistance comes partly from the small
amount of reinforcement (0.48M,) and partly from the two l' long elastomeric bearings
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Figure 3.8 Variation of support moment with amount of +M reinforcement.
The variation of mid-span moment with the amount of positive moment
reinforcement is illustrated in Figure l.9. It can be seen that the moments are very close
to one another, with a maximum difference of 106 hp-ft (only l%) between cases of
0.48Mer and 2.8M just before live load application. The difference drops to 22 hp-ft
(0.5%) under live load. Although more positive moment reinforcement can reduce the
midspan live load moment, a larger positive restraint moment also develops at the inner
support. This positive restraint moment will in turn increase the mid-span moment,
canceling the reduction in midspan live load moment because of more continuity. As a
result, the mid-span moment is practically independent of the amount of positive moment
.an 0.48 Mci
- - 1.2 Mci
2.4 Mci
- 4.8 Mcr
















reinforcement provided. The above statement also holds for cases with other creep and
differential shrinkage combinations. It is concluded that the amount of positive moment
reinforcement in the diaphragm has a negligible effect on the resultant mid-span moment.
This confirms the analytical studies conducted by CTL Eml and Mirmiran (et al.) [Al].
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Figure 3.9 Variation of mid-span moment with amount of +M reinforcement.
Although the finite element analysis described in this chapter can give more
accurate results than simplified computer programs utilizing a beam theory, the analysis
requires expertise in Ainite Element Methods. Because of its high nonlinearity and large
number of elements, each run takes about 8 hours. This is not suitable for design
engineers to use on a day-to-day basis. A simple yet effective analytical tool is needed to
solve the time dependent restraint moments and to determine the degree of continuity of
this kind of bridge. The next chapter introduces a computer program called
CONTINUITY developed under this study.
CHAPTER 4
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM — CONTINUTIY
4.1	 Introduction
As stated in the literature review, there are several computer programs available to
analyze simple span girders made continuous: PBEAM by Suttikan [91 , BRIDGERM by
CM"' and RESTRAINT by Kulkarni tili . The program PBEAM uses discrete elements
and can account for the time dependent effects, but the "use of PBEAM is very
cumbersome' and "time consumrng' tioi . The program BRIDGERM is based on elastic
analysis and it uses simplified models (single span plus diaphragm) for exterior and
interior spans rather than a whole continuous structure. The program RESTRAINT takes
into account cracking of the sections but it is only good for two equal spansM Besides,
based on the survey and the field tests, utilizing two bearings at each support and
providing anchor blots in the diaphragm make the bridges perform differently from
analyses using idealized pins or rollers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a simple yet
effective tool for engineers to check the restraint moments and the degree of continuity,
with special consideration to the support detailsM
The program CONTINUITY is developed based on RMCalc, a Visual Basic
version of BRIDGERM, with the following major modifications:
1. Program capacity expands from equal spans to unequal spansM
2. Inelastic analysis is incorporatedM Reduced moment of inertia of the diaphragm and
girder sections due to concrete cracking is taken into account.




4. Degree of continuity analysisM
5. Two supports at each inner pier with capability to model nonlinear boundary
condition (modeling uplift at supports)M
The program is able to determine the design moments at mid-spans and supports due
to time dependent effects, live loads (plus impact) and superimposed dead loads for two to
four-span continuous bridges with varying span lengths. Non-linear material properties like
concrete cracking, concrete creep and shrinkage and relaxation of the prestressing strands
are all considered. Based on the live load moments and restraint moments calculated, the
program can further determine the degree of continuity of the bridge.
Both 1-shaped and box girders are included in this programM Three concrete creep
and shrinkage models are incorporated: ACI-209 (American Concrete Institute), CEB-
AIP (European) and HPC (High Performance Concrete). Both US and SI units can be
used. The program supports both GUI (graphic user interface) and file input.
4.2 Concrete Creep and Shrinkage Models
4.2.1 ACI-209 Model
Readers are referred to Section 3Ml for detailed information on ACI-209 concrete creep
and shrinkage modelM This is the default model used by the program.
4.2.2 CEB-FIP Model
The current ACI-209 prediction models for concrete creep and shrinkage have been
developed for more than 30 yearsM Over the years, new prediction models taking into
account the effects of the more and more popular admixtures have been proposed by
engineers and researchers. CEB-AIP model code 1990 took the first step to predict the
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creep and shrinkage of concrete on the basis of a computerized data bankM It takes into
account some of the important factors affecting creep and shrinkage such as the type of
cement, the type of aggregate and the compressive strength of the concrete, which are not
considered in ACI-209M The CEB-AIP model is described below [26] M
Creep
The creep coefficient at time t, 4(t, to), when concrete is loaded at time to 5. t, may be
estimated from the following general relation:
0(t, to) = Om • P(fan) • R(to) • O e(t, to) 	 (4Ml)
where (Om = 1 + (1-RH/RH0) / (0M4A (h/h01/3 	 (4.2)
13(fcm) = 5M3 / (cm / Kano)" 	 (4M3)
p(to) = 1 / (0Ml + (to / 0o.2 	(4M4)
13c(t, to) = [(t — to) / t1 / (OH + (t — to) / t1)] " 	 (4M5)
with OH= 150 [l + (lM2 RH/RH0) 18] h/ ho + 250 l,500 	 (4M6)
where RH = relative humidity of the ambient environment in [%];
h r 2A/u; Ac r cross-sectional area of the structural member in [mm2];
u = perimeter of the structural member in contact with the atmosphere in [mm];
fcmo= mean compressive strength of concrete in [N/mm] at the age of 28 days;
t = age of concrete in [days] at the moment considered;
to = age of concrete at loading in [days];
and RH0  r 100%, ho =100mm, fcmo =10 N/mm 2 , t1 =l day.
Effect of Type of Cement
The effect of type of cement on the creep coefficient of concrete may be taken into
account by modifying the age at loading to according to Eq. 4M5:
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to = to,T [9 / (2 + (to,T ti,T) 1.2 +l] a 0.5 days
	 (4M5)
where to, T = age of concrete at loading in days according to EqM 4.9;
tic, T = 1 day;
= coefficient which depends on type of cement;
= -l for slowly hardening cement,
= 0 for normal or rapid hardening cement,
= 1 for rapid hardening high strength cementM
The value for to according to EqM 4.5 to be used in Eq. 4M4; the duration of loading
t-to to be used in Eq. 4M5 is the actual time under load in daysM
Effect of Elevated Temperatures 
The creep coefficient at elevated temperatures may be roughly estimated from EqM 4M8:
(0•(t, to) = OT,st, to) + DOT, trans 	 (4M8)
where OT,st = steady state creep coefficient, which may be calculated using Eq. 4Ml
('r,st(t,to) = i)(t, to)) and Eqs. 4.2 to 4M5, considering the modifications given
in Eqs. 4.9 to 4.12;
A*, trans = transient creep coefficient which may be estimated from EqM 4.13M
Effect of Elevated Temperatures - Steady State Creep
The effect of an elevated temperature T to which concrete is exposed prior to or during -
the load being applied after temperature rise - may be taken into account employing Eqs.
4M9 to 4Ml2:
tT = 	 exp[1 3M65 - 4000 /(273 +T(At i )/To ] 	 (4.9)
.,
where tT r modified age of concrete at loading in [days], which has to be used in EqM 4M5;
T(At1) = temperature in [°C] during the time period Anti;
Ati = number of days prior to loading ,where the temperature T prevails;
To = 1°CM
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OH, T r (311 • exp[1500 / (253 + T/To —5Ml2]
	 (4.10)
where RH, T = temperature dependent coefficient replacing OH in Eq. 4.5;
13H = coefficient according to Eq. 4M6M
RH,T = (1)T [4/RH l] 407,1.2 	 (4Mll)
with 4r = exp[0.015 • (T/T0-20)] 	 (4.12)
where ORKT = temperature dependent coefficient which replaces Cm in EqM 4Ml;
fORH = coefficient according to EqM 4M2M
In EqsM 4.10 to 4Ml2, T is a constant temperature while concrete is under load, and T0 =
l°C.
Effect of Elevated Temperatures — Transient Creep
Transient temperature conditions, i.eM the increase of temperature while the structural
member is under load, leads to an additional creep AO$ T, trans, which may be calculated
from Eq. 4.13:
ACT, trans = 0.0004 • (T/To —20)2 	 (4.13)
where T is the temperature in [°C] to which the structural member under load is heated
and To = l°C.
Effect of High Constant Stresses 
Aor stresses in the range of 0.4fc(to ) < sac 0.6fc(to ), where ff(to) is the mean compressive
strength of concrete at the age to ,the increased creep due to stress level dependent
nonlinearity may be taken into account using Eq. 4Ml4:
(t, to) = 4(t, t0 ) • exp[ao (a - 0M4)] 	 for 0.4 < a 5_ 0.6 	 (4Ml4)
= (XL to ) 	 for a 5_ 0M4
where I)(t, t0 ) = creep coefficient according to Eq. 4Ml;




where RRH = 1 — (RH / RH0)3
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a = stress — strength ratio ad c(to)
cc, = 1M5, for mass concrete and for creep at very high relative humidity, the
coefficient cc, may be as low as 0M5.
Shrinkage
The strain due to shrinkage or swelling at normal temperatures may be calculated form
Eq. 4Ml5:
Ecs(t, Bs) = Echo •13 S (t — the)
	 (4.15)
where Echo = nominal shrinkage coefficient according to EqM 4.16;
Rs = coefficient to describe the development of shrink age with time according to
EqM 4.20;
t = age of concrete in [days];
the  = age of concrete in [days] at the beginning of shrinkage or swellingM
The nominal shrinkage coefficient may be obtained fore EqM 4.16:
Echo = s(fcm) • PRH
with Eh(fcm) =[160 + 10 • Ow •(9 — fcnifcm0 10 6
(4Ml6)
(4.15)
where Ohe = coefficient which depends on type of cement;
= 4 for slowly hardening cement,
= 5 for normal or rapid hardening cement,
= 8 for rapid hardening high strength cement,
In EqsM 4Ml5 and 4.19, fcm is the mean compressive strength of concrete in
[N/mm2], and RH is the mean relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere in [%],
respectively; fcmo.= 10 N/mm2 and RHo = 100%.
The development of shrinkage with time is given by:
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135(t — the) = At — the) its (AOKI + (t-th)/te5 	 (4M20)
with PSH = 350 • (h ho)2
	
(4.21)
where t-t = duration of drying or swelling in [days], h =2A /u (A, r cross — sectional
area of structural member in [mm 2]; u = perimeter of the structural member in contact
with the atmosphere in [mm]), 110r 100 mm and t i = ldayMM
Effect of Elevated Temperatures
The effect of elevated temperatures T on shrinkage of concrete may be taken into account
using EqsM 4.22 to 4.24:
OSH = 13SH • exp[-0M06 (T/To) — 20)] 	 (4M22)
where f3sHT = temperature dependent coefficient replacing ORH in EqM 4M20;
BOSH r coefficient according to Eq. 4.21.
NH/ T =131st • BOST 	 (4.23)
with I3ST r 1 + [8 / (103 —100 RH/RHo)] • [(Tao —20) / 40] 	 (4M24)
where NH, T = temperature dependent coefficient which replaces NH in EqM 4Ml6;
RRH = coefficient according to EqM 4.18.
In EqsM 4.22 and 4.24, T is a constant temperature, T0 r l°C and RH 0  = 100%M
4.2.3 Creep and Shrinkage Models for High Performance Concrete
High Performance Concrete (HPC) becomes more and more popular in bridge
engineering. Because of its low water to cementitious materials ratio and the use of
admixtures, the creep and shrinkage characteristics of HPC are substantially different
from those of Normal Strength Concrete (NSC)M The total creep of HPC is significantly
lower than that of NSC. According to Dilger (et alM) [27] the ultimate creep coefficient of
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silica fume HPC can be as low as 30% of that of NSC, and the specific creep (creep strain
per unit stress) is as low as 15% of that of NSC. The basic (autogenous) shrinkage of
HPC develops very fast and stabilizes after a few weeks. Drying shrinkage of HPC is
much lower than that of NSC. Among a number of prediction models, Dilger"s (et al.) [271]
model was selected because it had been verified with extensive experimental data and
had good agreementsM Dilger"s model is described below [271 .
Creep
Total Creep
The total creep coefficient is the sum of the basic creep coefficient and the drying creep
coefficient.
Oat, to) = Obat to) + i)dat, to) 	 (4.38)
Basic Creep
Obc(t, to) = (Nho • Nat, to)
Obso = 0.54 (l + to-0.8)
The time function for basic creep is given by




with ybe = 0.29 + 0.5 to" 	 (4M42)
Drying Creep 
(i)dat, to) = Oda) • ORH • Oat, to)	 (4.43)
4)&0 = 0.62 + 0.l to-0.8 	(4.44)
The effect of the relative humidity (RH in %) on basic creep is
ORH= 1M22 — 1.55(RH/100)3 	(4M45)
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and the development of drying creep follows Eq. 4.46M
Pde(t, to) r — to)" / (0M04 Hyde (VAS) + (t — to)")
where VAS is the volume to surface ratio and Hy de is defined as
Yde = -3.2 + 8M5 to"
Shrinkage
Basic Shrinkage
The basic shrinkage developing between ages t and t s is





t = time of observation in days
is = age of concrete where shrinkage starts in days
Cds(t) = ebso•Pbs(t) 	 (4M26)
Cdso = 500 • exp(- 3.5 • wAcm) +120 for silica fume concrete 	 (4M25)
Cdso =500 • exp(- 3.5 • wAcm) 	 for non-silica fume concrete 	 (4.28)
The time function for basic shrinkage is expressed by
I3bs (t) = t07/ (rYbs + ads • to3) 	 (4M29)
where ads = 1.04 — l/3 • wAcm (0.15 wAcm 0M40) 	 (4.30)
and 	 yobs = 1AM5 (1 - ads) 	 (4.31)
Drying Shrinkage
The drying shrinkage component, Cd s(t, t5) may be calculated from
Eds(ts, t5) Cdso • PRH • 	 t5) 	 (4M32)




The effect of the relative humidity (RH in %) is given by
PRH = 1M22 — 1.55 (RHI100)3	(4.34)
and time function for drying shrinkage is expressed as follows
Rds(t, Bs) = (t — Bs)"/ (16 (V/S/100)2 ads + — Bs)") 	 (4M35)
where ads = 6M42 + 1.5 ln(t s) 	 (4.36)
Total Shrinkage
The total shrinkage is the sum of the basic shrinkage and the drying shrinkage:
s(t, Bs) = Rds(t, Bs)	 cds(t, Bs) 	 (4.35)
4.3 	 Algorithm
The program can be divided into the following steps.
1. Input data. Geometry of the girder, deck, and spans, number and location of the
prestressing strands and reinforcement, live load, creep and shrinkage characteristics
of the girder and deck concrete, girder age at prestress transfer, girder age at
continuity and the solution time need to be input either from GUI or from an input
fileM GUI is introduced in Section 4M4M The input file format is included on the CD-
ROM.
2. Determine time steps at which results will be output. Time steps are determined from
input values of the girder age at continuity, the solution times and a predetermined
time vector in the program. The time vector ranges from 1 to 50,000 days with
increasing time intervals. The girder age at continuity and the time values of user"s
choice are inserted into the predetermined time vector. The user specified maximum
time will cut off the rest of the time vectorM
3. Calculate section properties. Area, moment of inertia and volume to surface ratio of
the composite and non-composite sections are calculated for later use. Aor an 1-girder
composite section, the effective top flange width is the smallest of: a) girder spacing,
b) 12 times deck thickness plus web width, and c) 'A of span lengthM
4. Determine prestress losses up to prestress release following PCI recommendationsM
These include the pre-strand relaxation before transfer and the elastic shortening of
the girdersM
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5. Calculate prestress losses up to age of continuityM Three concrete creep and shrinkage
models to choose from: ACI-209, CEB-FIP and HPC (see Section 4.2 for details)M At
each time step between prestress transfer and age of continuity, losses due to creep
and shrinkage of girder concrete and strand relaxation are calculated and subtracted
from the existing prestress in the strandsM
6. Calculate restraint moments at each time step after continuityM Three concrete creep
and shrinkage models to choose from: ACI-209, CEB-FIP and HPC. Each time step
is further divided into the following sub-steps:
1) The creep coefficient, shrinkage of the girder and deck concrete, and strand
relaxation are calculated for this time stepM Prestress losses are subtracted from the
strands.
2) In the first iteration, the elastic restraint moment at that time step is calculatedM
Based on a PCA6  analysis, the elastic restraint moment over the support can be
determined as:
Arm = (AP — Ad)(l — et) — As(l — /
where Arm is the restraint moment, A p is the support moment caused by the prestress
assuming the girder and slab were cast and prestressed monolithically as a continuous
girder, Ad is the support moment caused by the dead load assuming the girder and
slab were cast monolithically as a continuous girder, As is the support moment
caused by differential shrinkage between the girder and deck concrete assuming a
monolithic continuous girder, 4) is the creep coefficient of that time step, and e is the
base of natural logarithm.
The elastic analysis uses a 2-D finite element analysis program "Beam2' from
Ref. 29. Each bearing is modeled as a pin support, so there are two supports over
each inner pierM Each span is divided into 10 elements. The portion of beam between
the two bearings over each support is model as a single elementM Therefore, for a
four-span continuous bridge, there are 43 elements.
After each analysis, the reaction at each support is checkedM If the reaction is less
than zero, that support is deleted and another analysis based on the revised boundary
condition is carried outM
3) The elastic restrain moments calculated from 2) are added to those obtained from
the last time step to get the total restraint momentsM The effective moment of inertia
of each element subjected to the total moment is then determinedM
4) In the second iteration, analysis is carried out based on the changed moment of
inertia of each element.
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5) The reaction at each support is checkedM If the reaction is less than zero, that
support is deleted and another analysis based on the revised boundary condition is
carried outM
5M Live load and degree of continuity analysis. The solution for the restraint moment
stops at the maximum time specified by the userM After that, the live load and degree
of continuity analysis follow.
1) Inelastic live load moments. The program assumes AASHTO lane load controlsM
Truck load is not considered at this time. Loads are applied in 20 sub-stepsM For each
sub-step the same convergence criterion as in the restraint moment analysis is
employedM Both support and midspan moments are calculated. Per AASHTO
specifications, one concentrated load and as many spans of lane load are used for
midspan moments; two concentrated loads and as many spans of lane load are used
for support moments to produce the maximum momentM Support uplift is checked at
each sub-step as in the restraint moment analysisM
2) Elastic live load momentsM The same loading condition as in l) is used. The
moments of inertia and the support conditions are reset to their initial values.
Solution is done in a single stepM
3) Degree of continuity is calculated in a similar way as in Section 2M4M5 except that
midspan moments instead of strains are used for computational convenience.
DMOMC. = (M — M r )1(M, — M r )
where 	 DMOMAMM — degree of continuity.
M s — midspan moment assuming simply supportedM
M r - real midspan moment considering time dependent effects and
concrete cracking.
M — midspan moment assuming full continuityM
Thus, D.OMCM equals 100% for fully continuous bridges and 0% for simple spansM
8. Output data. Time histories of the restraint moments at midspans and supports are
output to the "Results' tab of the GUIM The inelastic live load moments, elastic live
load moments and the degree of continuity are listed below the restraint momentsM A
report can also be created using the menu commandM
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PCA tests are also used to verify CONTINUITYM Readers are referred to Section 3M2Ml
for details of the testsM Figure 4M2 illustrates a comparison of the center support reaction
of Beam3/4M One can see that results from CONTINUITY agree well with the test data




















Days from stripping deck forms
Figure 4.2 Verification with Beam3/4.
Figure 4M3 shows a comparison of the center support reaction of Beam1/2M The
results from CONTINUITY agree well with the descending branch of the curve from test
data and overestimate the ascending partM But in general, it is better than the prediction
from RESTRAINTM It should be noted that the increase in center support reaction
corresponds to negative support moment caused by the differential shrinkage between the
deck and girder concreteM If Beam1/2 and Beam3/4 were identical except for the positive
moment reinforcement, the negative moment over the support caused by differential
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shrinkage should be the sameM Therefore, the ascending branch of the center support
reaction should also be the same, which is the case both for CONTINUITY and
RESTRAINTM Aost likely the conditions (concrete mix, creep and shrinkage, etcM) of















Days from stripping deck forms
Figure 4.3 Verification with Beam1/2M
4.5 	 The Graphical User Interface
The GUI is user friendly and easy to useM Each input field is proceeded with an
explanationM Some fields even have tool tip helps (when the mouse is over that field, a
text box appears and explains the content of that field)M Units can be changed either by
clicking the flag on the upper right corner of the application window or by selecting the
menu "Units'M
I Continuity - GACONTINUITY1ExamplelACLinp
"File eport Units Help
Project Name: Example 1 - ACI Compute Units:
Reini (span4j)Dime's Girder Conc
S pan Reint (spani) 	 Reinf span2) 	 J 	 Reint (spanB)Time
Girder Dimensions
B1: 	 20 in. 	 D1,,4 	 54 in. BI
K2: l 	 26 in. 	 D2: 8 in.
















Figure 4.4 I-girder dimensions.
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The Dim's Tab 
The Dim"s tab let the users input girder dimensions. Both I-girders and Box girders are
included.
54 in.B1: in. 	 Dl:20
B1
K2: 8 in.26 in. 	 D2:
8B: 	 8 in 	DB:
84: 	 U in. 	D4:
in.
H in.
D5: I 	 C3 in.













1 /2 of B3 	 112 of B3 ,..4.01
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Figure 4.5 Box-girder dimensions.
Units:
Dim's Span 	 Time
Girder Type
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1 Continuity - GACONTINUITY1Example1ACI.inp
File Report Units Help
!Iran
Project Name: Example 1 - ACI
Reint span4) Girder Conc 	 Deck Conc
Girder Dimensions
Compute




,Girder Conc 	 Deck Conc Output















(enter t.0 for HS20-44 loading)
Compute
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The Span Tab 
The Span tab allows the users to input number of spans, length of each span, diaphragm
width, deck thickness, additional dead load and the live load factor.
Continuity - GACONTINUITYIExamplelACI.inp
Figure 4.6 The Span tab.
ResultsDeck Conc OutputGirder ConcRein (span)
Dim's Reinf (spanB)Reinf (span)Reinf (span )
Units:
File Report




Girder Age at Prestress Release:
Girder Age at Continuity:





The Time Tab 
The Time tab reads the girder age at prestress release, the girder age at continuity and the
girder age when the deck concrete is poured.
Figure 4.7 The Time tab.
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Each span has a reinforcement tab in which information about the prestressing strands
and the positive and negative moment reinforcement can be input. If a span or support
has the same reinforcement as a previous one, users can select so to avoid repetitive
input.
Figure 4.8 The Reinforcement tab (span 1).
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Figure 4.9 The Reinforcement tab (span 3).
The Girder Concrete and Deck Concrete Tabs 
The strength at prestress transfer, strength at 28 days, unit weight, creep and shrinkage
properties of the girder concrete are read from this tab. Users can choose from ACI-209,
CEB-FIP and CPC models. Whenever a creep and shrinkage model is selected, the fields
related to that particular model are enabled and those related to other models are disabled.
When ACI model is selected, users can either give an ultimate creep coefficient and an
ultimate shrinkage value or fill out the details below and let the program determine the
File Report Units Help
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creep and shrinkage values. Once the details are filled out, click the "Calculate' button
to get the ultimate creep and shrinkage values. The deck concrete tab works similarly.
Continuity - GACONTINUITY1ExamplelACI.inp
Figure 4.10 The Girder Concrete tab.
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The Output Tab 
The Output tab contains the output times of user"s choice, or users can give a maximum
solution time and let the program determine the time steps.
; Continuity - GACONTINUITY1Example1ACI.inp
Figure 4.11 The Output tab.
Project Name: Example 1 - ACI Compute.... . .. .... . ..... 	 ......
Results
Dim's
Reini (span) Girder Conc DecH Conc 	 Output
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The Results Tab 
Once all the data are input, users can press the "Compute" button to start the analysis.
The Results tab will automatically come up when the solution is done. The Results tab
contains all the results of the current project including a time history of the restraint
moments, the inelastic live load moments, the elastic live load moments and the degree of








Time 	 Moment M M1 Moment M M2 Moment MM 3 	 I 	 Moment M M4 Moment R M1
(Days) (ft-Hips) (ft-Hips) (ft-Hips) (ft-Hips) (ft-Hips) (ft-l
35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
36 -5.4 -7.3 -7.3 -5. 4 -10.8 -7.:
38 -22.4 -30.2 -30.2 -22.4 -44.8
41 -40.0 -54.0 -54.0 -40.0 -80. 1 
46 -65.7 -88.6 -88.6 -65.7 -131.3  -8?
53 58. 2 -78.4 -78.4 -58.2 -116.3 -7r
63 -44.7 -60.3 -60.3 -44.7 -89.5 -5E
77 -24.4 -32.9 -32.9 -24.4 -48.8 -32
95 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 1.4   0.E
115 17.3 23.4 23.4 17.3 34.6 23.
135_ 33.0 44.5 44.5 33.0 66.0 44.
160 50.5 68.1 68.1 50.5 101.0 67.
185 65.8 88.7 88.7 65.8 131.5 87.
200 73.9 99.8 99.8 74.0 147.9 98. .
250 96.7 130.4 130.4 96.7 193.3__
300 114.4 154.3 154.4 114.4 228.7 5'4i
400 139.9 188.8 188.9 140.0 279. 8 181'-
500 157.6 212.8 212.9 157.8 315.3 	 .._211
600 170.8 230.5 230.6 170.9 341.5 22.
800 188.8 255.0 255.1 189.0 377.7 '25"
1,000 200.9 271.4 271.5 201.2 401.9 26- v
Figure 4.12 The Results tab.
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4.6 Menu Commands
File Like most Windows programs, the File menu allows the user to create a new file,
save existing data, open existing data files, and to close the programM
Report The Report menu enables the user to create printable reports for
documenting the calculations. At any time the user may select "Create, Save, and View
ReportMMM' to make a reportM While saving a report, the report file extension may be saved
as either .rpt (the default) or .htmM Regardless of the file extension selected, the report
will be saved in HTAL format, allowing future viewing through Internet Explorer,
Netscape, or other web browsers. "View Report' only works to view an existing report,
provided the information on the "Results' tab has not changedM
While viewing the report, you will see another File menuM This menu allows the
user to print the reports, preview the print job, and change page printing settingsM In
order to use these menus, Aicrosoft Internet Explorer must be installed on the computer.
Additionally, the Print Preview command requires Internet Explorer version 5M5 or
higherM Users with versions of Internet Explorer older than 5.0 may experience other
problems with the reports, so in that case it is recommended to upgrade to the latest
version of Internet ExplorerM
Units The Units menu allows the user to switch between UMSM Customary units
(inch, foot, pound) and S.IMM (System International) Aetric units (millimeter, meter,
kilogram). The indicator of the current units is the flag displayed in the upper right
corner of the program windowM The United States flag indicates UMSM Customary units,
and the United Nations flag indicates SMIM Aetric unitsM To change units, the user can also
click on the flagsM
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Changing units will cause the input data to be converted to the new unitsM Any
output that is currently displayed will be unaffected by the change. However, future
output will be displayed in the new units. Output reports will be printed using the
currently selected units, although the restraint moments will be printed in whatever units
they are presently displayed inM
Help The Help menu provides access to the introduction of the program, the
input file format, how to use the menu commands, interpretation of the results, and the
"About' displayM
4.7	 Getting Results
Calculated results are displayed on the "Results' tabM Users can also create a report by
selecting "Report > Create, Sae and View Report' from the menu commandM The
program first displays the time history of the support and mid-span restraint momentsM
Then it displays the live load moments including the effects of restraint moments, support
uplifting and concrete crackingM The next row displays the elastic moments assuming un-
cracked sections under the same live loadsM The last row contains the Degree of
Continuity (DMO.C.) for each span. The following is a list of symbols used in the results:
RAl, RA2 = Restraint moments at the 1 st inner pier. RAl is for the left support
and RA2 is for the rightM
RAO, RA4 = Restraint moments at the 2 nd inner pierM RAO is for the left support
and RA4 is for the right.
RA5, RA6 = Restraint moments at the O rd inner pierM RA5 is for the left support
and RA6 is for the right.
MAl = Restraint moment at the midspan of span 1M
AA2 = Restraint moment at the midspan of span 2M
AAO = Restraint moment at the midspan of span OM












THE NEW CONTINUITY CONNECTION
5.1	 Concept
As stated in the literature review, it is desirable to make the girders also continuous for
the slab dead loadM Aore continuity not only improves the efficiency of the bridge (less
materials or longer spans), but also cuts the maintenance costM The proposed new




Figure 5.1 New connection.
Construction of the new connection will include the following steps:
1. Girders are erected and aligned in placeM
2. Diaphragms are castM
3. CARP is attached to the girders to gain continuity. At the same time, deck
forms and reinforcement are placedM
4. And finally, the slab concrete is castM
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Because the girders are connected before the deck slab is cast, the bridge is continuous
not only for live load and superimposed dead load, but also for slab self-weightM As a
result of more continuity, the slab self-weight will cause permanent negative moments
over the inner piersM A calculation based on PCA test shows that the positive restraint
moment caused by time dependent effects (15 kip-ft) is smaller than the negative moment
caused by the weight of the deck slab (15M65 kip-ft). Thus, no positive moment
reinforcement is needed in the diaphragm. If this is the case, the new method not only
eliminates the costly and time-consuming positive moment connection, but also leads to a
shortened gap of O-4 inches between the girder ends, which further leads to narrowed
diaphragms and smaller cap beamsM Lightened superstructure also reduces column and
foundation sizeM
5.2 Why CFRP?
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) products were first used to reinforce concrete structures
in the 1950sM During the next two decades, the quality of the FRP materials improved
considerably, manufacturing methods became more automated and material costs
droppedM The use of these materials for external reinforcement of concrete bridge
structure"s started in the 1980s, first as a substitute to steel bonding plates and then as a
substitute for steel confinement shells for bridge columnsM The technology for external
retrofitting was developed primarily in Japan (sheet wrapping) and Europe (laminate
bonding)M Today many concrete slab/steel girder bridges in Japan have been
strengthened with sheet bonding to the slabsM Also, many thousands of bridge columns
have been seismically upgraded with the same materials. In the US, FRP products are
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also becoming more and more popularM Ongoing development of cost-effective
production techniques for FRP composites has progressed to the level that they are ready
for the construction industry. Reduced material cost coupled with labor savings inherent
to its light weight and comparably simple installation, relatively unlimited material length
availability, and immunity to corrosion make FRP materials an attractive solution for
post-strengthening, repair, and seismic retrofitM
The FRP tendons and reinforcing bars have been used in new construction, but
not FRP sheets and strips. Is the FRP material suitable for splicing the girders in new
construction? From its lightweight, high strength and easy installation, it seems very
attractive. Besides, the external bonded strips will alleviate the reinforcement congestion
both in the girder end and in the diaphragm. To investigate this possibility, the new
connection will utilize Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CARP) because of its supper
high strength and good fatigue resistance. The tensile strength of CARP can reach
400,000 psi, much higher than that of prestressing steel, which is 250,000 psi.
Elongation at failure is 1-2%M The drawback of this material is that it has relatively low
fire resistanceM This can be improved if it is embedded in concrete, which is the case for
its application in simple span girders made continuous.
5.3 Lab Tests
5.3.1 Introduction
The ACI Committee-44023 ' 281 presents summaries and design guidelines for FRP
systems. Information includes material properties, design, installation, quality control,
and maintenanceM The recommended design procedure is similar to that of steel
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reinforced concrete (cross-sections remain plane, strain compatibility, and force
equilibrium) with additional reduction factors for the FRP materialM The environmental-
reduction factor accounts for the long-term durability and the bond-dependent reduction
factor accounts for debonding of the FRPE241 .
The ACI Committee-440 guidelines focus on the use of FRP rebars/tendons and
the strengthening of reinforced concrete structuresM In the new connection design, the
CARP composites are directly applied to the diaphragm top, where there is no
longitudinal steel reinforcementM The ACI Committee-440 does not provide any guide
for this type of application, and even the literature on this topic is rare.
To investigate the feasibility of strengthening plain concrete with CARP
composites and validate the new continuity connection, 20 specimens were tested in the
laboratoryM They can be divided into two groups. The first group specimens are
strengthened with CARP strips (laminated by the manufacturer) and the second group
specimens are strengthened with CARP sheets (field laminated)M All fibers are
unidirectionalM
The first group includes beams 1 through 5, beam1R and beam2D. Beams 1
though 4, beamiR and beam1D are 10" long. Beam 5 is two-span continuous with 8"
span length. These beams are strengthened in the longitudinal direction with a lM95'
(50mm) wide, 0.0452' (lM2mm) thick CARP strip except beam l, which has no
reinforcement over the support. Their cross section is the same — 6' wide and 12' high.
Beams 6 to 18 fall into the second groupM Beams 6 to 11 are 22' long beams with
a cross section of 6" by 4". Beams 12 to 14 are 30' long and beams 15 and 16 are 60'
longM Beams 12 to 16 have the same cross section — 6' by 6'M These beams are all
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strengthened in the longitudinal direction with 2' wide CARP sheets except beam 6,
which is a control beam. Beams 15 and 18 are 10" long beams with a larger cross section
— 6' by 12'M They are strengthened longitudinally with two layers of 6' wide CARP
sheets. Some specimens are wrapped in the transverse direction with one layer of CARP
sheetM All beam geometries and concrete strengths are listed in Table 5Ml.
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1 120 6 12 - - - 5,250
2 120 6 12 1 54 No 5,650
lR 120 6 12 1 54 No 5,510
2D 120 6 12 1 54 No 5,860
O 120 6 12 1 54 No 6,6O0
4 120 6 12 1 54 No 6,550
5 192 6 12 1 O6 No 5,500
II
6 22 6 4 - - - 5,920
5 22 6 4 1 8 No 5,920
8 22 6 4 2 8 No 5,920
9 22 6 4 1 8 Yes 5,000
10 22 6 4 2 8 Yes 5,000
11 22 6 4 3 8 Yes 5,000
12 O0 6 6 2 6 Yes 6,050
1O O0 6 6 2 9 Yes 6,050
14 O0 6 6 2 12 Yes 6,050
15 60 6 6 2 18 Yes 6,050
16 60 6 6 2 24 Yes 6,050
15 120 6 12 2 18 Yes 5,880
18 120 6 12 2 18 Yes 6,020
1. For group I, numbers in column indicate number of CFRP strips Each strip is 1.97" wide and 0.0472"
thick. For group II, numbers in column indicate number of layers of CFRP sheets. Each layer is 2" wide
and 0.02" thick except beams 17 & 18, in which each layer is 6" wide and 0.02" thick.
2. Bonded CFRP length on each side of the beam.
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5.3.2 Properties of CFRP and EpoDy Resin
The CARP and epoxy resin properties are listed in Table 5M2 through Table 5M5. Data are
provided by the manufacturer [30] M















0M0452 1M95 2OM9x100 1M69% 406,000 >O00°F
Table 5.3 Properties of Epoxy Resin Used with CARP Strips
Aodulus of Elongation Tensile Shear Adhesive Adhesive
Elasticity at Break Strength Strength Strength on Strength on
Concrete Steel
(psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)
>580
1M5x106 1% O,600 O,600 Concrete >O,550
Failure
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5.3.3 Group I Tests
The CARP strips are first selected for testing because of its high strengthM Beam 1 has no
reinforcement over the support (see Figure 5M2)M Beam 2 is reinforced with a CARP strip
over the supportM The two broken stubs from beam 1 are repaired with epoxy and then
strengthened with CARP on topM This repaired beam is numbered beam lRM Similarly
beam 2D is a repair of beam 2 stubs. Instead of gluing with epoxy, the stubs are
connected by casting a concrete diaphragm in between and providing CARP on top.
Details of beams 2, lR and 2D are shown in Figure 5.O. Test setup is shown in Figure
5M4 and Figure 5M5M
A *1 2 #2 
311 A 4-1 9'-6" 113" 6"
Section A-A  Elevation (Not to Scale) 
Figure 5.2 Beam 1 detailsM
Elevation (Not to Scale)
	
Section A-A









Elevation (Not to Scale)
Figure 5.4 Test setup of beams l, 2, lR and 2D.
Figure 5.5 Testing of beam 2.
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Load-deflection curves for beams 1, 2, lR and 2D are illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Beam 1 is linear elastic before cracking. After cracking the specimen fails because there
is no reinforcement over the support. The maximum load for beam 1 is 2,053 lbs.
Response for beams 2, lR and 2D agrees well with the theoretical curve before the beams
crack. After cracking, the load doesn"t increase much. The ultimate loads for beams 2,
lR and 2D are only about 30% of the theoretical value assuming perfect bond.
The debonding failure mode of these beams can be seen from Figure 5.5. Unlike
several distributed cracks in reinforced concrete beams, there is usually only one major
crack over the support for beams strengthened with CFRP. Debonding starts right from
the crack and travels towards the beam ends. Beams fail prematurely when debonding
reaches either end of the CFRP.
11000
























Figure 5.6 Test results of beams 1, 2, 1R and 2D.
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Figure 5.5 Failure mode of beam 2 (left) and beam 2D (right).
From the cracking pattern and the failure mode observed above, it is thought that
two factors have played a role in the premature failure. One factor is shear.
Theoretically there is no shear over the support because the setup produces pure bending
between the two supports, but shear cracks develop at 45°. The distance between the
supports is 14' while the beam depth is 12'. Aost likely the maximum moment region is
under a combination of moment and shear. The shear force might have contributed to the
debonding. The other factor is the presence of a single large crack. This causes a sharp
slope change at the crack location. Because the CFRP strip is so rigid (modulus of
elasticity equals 2O.9x100 psi), it cannot follow this sharp slope change and debonding
occurs. Based on these considerations, two changes are made to beams O and 4. The
supports are moved out to 2" apart and the concrete is cut out 1/2' in the maximum
moment region to form a void between the CARP and the concrete. Thus if the concrete
cracks, it won"t initiate debonding of the CFRP. Test setup of beams O and 4 is shown in
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. Figure 5.9 also shows the failure mode of the two beams.










0 Gages 	 A Supports • LVDTs
Figure 5.8 Test setup of beams 3 and 4.
1,
12"
Figure 5.9 Test setup and failure mode of beams O and 4.
Test results are shown in Figure 5.10. There is a big improvement over beams 2,
lR and 2D. Beam 3 reaches 60% of its theoretical value assuming perfect bond while
beam 4 reaches 40%. Figure 5.10(b) shows the strain gage readings of beam l. All
strains remain linear before the beam cracks. After beam cracking, the center 3 gages
(center, left-l and right-l) suddenly pick up strain while the others remain in low strain
until the beam fails. Strain (or stress) is not linearly distributed in the CFRPM Instead, the
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Beams 1 to 4 were all supported in the middle and loaded at two endsM After the
diaphragm cracked, the beam acted as two cantilevers which induced large deformations.
A 16" long continuous beam was cast and tested in the thought that continuous beams
have smaller deformations therefore would limit CARP debonding.
The continuous beam setup (beam5) is shown in Figure 5Mll. There is a 2'
diaphragm cast after the two simple beams are cast. The distance between the central
supports is 4'M Each of the two simple beams is reinforced with five #4 rebars, two on
top and three on bottomM Concrete cover is 1M5'. The beam is cut out 1/2' over the central
support as in beams O and 4M CARP strip has O" attachment on each sideM Strain gages are
mounted to the rebars at midspans and to the CARP over the supportsM LVDTs are
installed at the loading points. Figure 5Ml2 shows beam 5 under testing.
P/2 	 P/2
Figure 5.11 Beam 5 setup.
12"
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As seen in previous tests, the diaphragm cracks first. Then up to a load of l,200
albs, debonding starts from the middle of the diaphragm and travels to the ends. Figure
5.13 shows the test results of beam 5. Before debonding, the maximum strain in CFRP is
3,200x10-6 in./in, which is only 32% of the possible maximum strain of 10,000x10 6
in./in.








































0 	 5000 	 10000 15000 10000 15000 30000 35000 40000
Load (lb)
a) Strain in CARP
0 	 5000 	 10000 15000 10000 25000 30000 35000 40000
Load (lb)
b) Strain in rebars
Figure 5.13 Test results of beam 5.
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Group I tests are summarized in Table 5M6. Although much effort has been made,
the ultimate loads only get to O0% - 60% of their corresponding capacitiesM Failure is
caused by debonding of the CARP to the concreteM Previous studies (Lorenzis, Ailler and
Nanni)1253 show that a reduction factor kr should be applied to the ultimate strain of the
CARP to account for debonding and concrete cover de-lamination. Based on




where E is the modulus of elasticity and t is the thickness of the CARPM For the CARP used
in Group I, kr=0.2, which means only 20% of the CFRP strength can be usedM To effectively
utilize the strength, a more flexible material has to be used, either by reducing the modulus
of elasticity or by reducing the thickness. This initiates the second group of testsM




















1 - 12 2,066 2,400 0M86
2 Sandblast 12 54 2,560 2,91O 9,850 0.O0
lR Sandblast 12 54 2,500 3,554 9,850 0M36
2D Sandblast 12 54 2,200 O,O85 9,850 0MO4
O Sandblast 12 54 4,500 1O,448 21,615 0.62
4 Sandblast 12 54 O,650 8,801 21,615 0.41
5 Sandblast 12 O6 3,200 - - 0M32
1. Bonded CFRP length on each side of the beam
2. For beams 1 to 4, equals the ultimate test load divided by the theoretical load. For beams, equals the
maximum strain in CFRP divided by the maximum possible strain 0.01.
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5.3.4 Group II Tests
In group II a thinner CARP is selectedM Aaterial properties are given in Section 5.OM2M
The modulus of elasticity and thickness of CARP sheets are much smaller than those of
CARP strips used for group I tests. Two techniques are used to improve bonding: one is
wrapping, the other is cutting grooves on the top surface of the beams. Two parameters
are studied: one is the number of CARP layers, the other is the effective bonding lengthM
Details follow.
Figure 5Ml4 shows the geometry and test setup of beams 6 to 11. Beam geometry
and concrete compressive strength are described in Section 5.OMlM Beam 6 is a control
beam, which is made of plain concrete. Beams 5 to 11 are all reinforced with 2" wide, 8"
long CARP sheets. Beam 5 has one layer of longitudinal CARP reinforcement without
wrapM Beam 8 has two layers of longitudinal CARP reinforcement without wrap. Beam 9
has one layer of longitudinal CARP reinforcement with one layer of transverse wrapM
Beam 10 has two layers of longitudinal CARP reinforcement with one layer of transverse
wrapM Beam 11 has three layers of longitudinal CARP reinforcement with one layer of
transverse wrap. Wrap length is 6" each side beyond the surface of the longitudinal
CARPM All beams are saw-cut 1/2" at the midspan to control the crack locationM The
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Test results of beams 6 to 11 are shown in Figure 5Ml5M Beams 6 to 8 are from the
same batch of concrete while beams 9 to 11 are from another batch. This explains the
difference in the initial slopesM A comparison of the ultimate loads can be found in Table
5M5M Only beam 9 developed the full capacity of the materialM All other specimens failed
due to debonding with concrete substrate failure (see Figure 5Ml6 a and b)M
Comparing beams 6-8 (without wrap) and 9-11 (with wrap), one can see that the
ultimate load increases when more layers of CARP are used, but the efficiency of the
material (last column in Table 5M5) decreasesM Another observation is that wrapping has a
significant effect against debonding. By comparing beams 5 and 9 (or 8 and 10), it is
clear that with the same amount of longitudinal CARP reinforcement, wrapping increases
the ultimate load by O6%. Wrapping also improves ductility of the beams. The
deformation of beams 9 and 10 are 95% larger than that of beams 5 and 8M
Figure 5.15 Load-deflection of beams 6 to 11M
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(a) & (b) Debonding of CFRP without wrap (beam5).
(c) CFRP rupture (beam9)
	
(d) Debonding of CFRP with wrap (beaml0)
Figure 5.16 Failure modes of beams 5 to 11.
Calculation shows that one layer of CARP sheet is not going to develop enough
strength for real bridges. Therefore, the effective bonding length for two layers of CFRP
with wrap needs to be determined. The cross section of the beams is increased to 6"x6"
to accommodate the increased amount of CARP reinforcement. Details of beams 12 to 16





























(b) Beams 15 and 16 with bonding length of 18" and 24", respectively.
Figure 5.17 Details of beams 12 to 16M
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(a) Beam 14 under test 	 (b) Debonding of beam 14
(c) Beam 15 CFRP rupture 	 (d) Close-up of beam 15
Figure 5.18 Test setup and failure modes of beams 12 to 16.
Table 5.5 contains a summary of beams 12 to 16. Based on the results for beams
12 to 14, one can see that the ultimate load increases when the bonding length increases.
None of the beams from 12 to 14 develop the full capacity of the CFRP. Failure is
caused by debonding. Span length is increased to 60" to allow for longer bonding length.
In addition to sandblasting, l/8" transverse grooves are made l" apart along the bonding
length. Beams 15 and 16 all developed 103% of the manufacturer recommended
strength. Failure is caused by rupture of the CFRP sheets. With the help of grooves and
wraps, 18" bonding length is needed for two layers of CARP sheets used in this study.
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Further increasing the bonding length cannot increase the ultimate loadM Test results of
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Figure 5.20 Load-deflection curves for beams 15 andl6 with different bonding length.
Based on group II tests described above, CARP sheet is an ideal material to
strengthen un-reinforced concrete members, but the specimens are relatively small. To
further verify the effectiveness of this material, two 10" long beams with a cross section
of 6" by 12" (same as in group I) have been testedM The beams are composed of two
beam stubs connected with a 2" wide diaphragmM Each beam stub is reinforced with
three #4 grade 60 rebars on top and two #4 rebars on bottomM The two beam stubs are
connected with two layers 6" wide CARP sheets on top. Similar to other specimens in
group II, the longitudinal CARP sheets are wrapped with a layer of transverse sheetM The
bonding length on each beam stub is 18" for two layers of CARP with wrap, as
determined previously from small beamsM Reinforcing details and test setup are shown in









48" 	 6" 	 48"
Figure 5.21 Detail of beams 15 and 18.
Because there is a cold joint between the diaphragm and the beam stubs, micro
cracks form on their interface under the beam self weight. As the load increases, the
cracks develop and additional cracks initiate in the beams. Failure is caused by CFRP
rupture. No debonding is found either in the longitudinal or the transverse CARP sheets.
Figure 5.22 shows the failure mode of the specimens.
Figure 5.22 CARP rupture of beams 15 (left) and 18 (right).
Figure 5.23 shows the load-deflection curves of the specimens. The analytical
result using ANSYS is also shown. The ultimate test load is 85% of the analytical for











material properties provided by the manufacturerM The analytical data presented in Figure
5.2O are based on the maximum load per inch width of CARP, which is 2.1 kipsM If the
Young"s modulus (8M2x10 6 psi) and the ultimate strain (0M01) are used, the maximum
strength of CARP would be 1M64 kips/inM The analytical load would then be 9M6 kips and
the ultimate test loads would be 109% and 10O% of the analytical for beam 15 and beam
18, respectivelyM
Group II tests are summarized in Table 5.5M These results support the viability of
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Figure 5.23 Analytical and test results of beams 15 and 18.
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7 1 8 No Sandblast Debonding 2,740 O,290 0M8O
8 2 8 No Sandblast Debonding O,969 6,44O 0M62




10 2 8 Yes Sandblast Debonding 5,400 6,44O 0.84
11 O 8 Yes Sandblast Debonding 6,451 9,457 0M68
12 O0 6 Yes Sandblast Debonding O,848 7,0O6 0M55
13 O0 9 Yes Sandblast Debonding 5,050 7,0O6 0.72
14 O0 12 Yes Sandblast Debonding 5,280 7,0O6 0M75
























1. Numbers in column indicate number of layers of CFRP sheets used. Each layer is wide and . 	 t ic
except beams 17 & 18, in which each layer is 6" wide and 0.02" thick.
2. Bonded CFRP length on each side of the beam.
3. Ratio of the test load to the theoretical load assuming perfect bond.
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5.3.5 Conclusions on Lab Tests
The following conclusions can be made based on the above laboratory tests:
1. For the external flexural strengthening of plain concrete members, the bond between
the concrete and the reinforcement is the most critical elementM Flexible FRP
materials should be usedM Rigid CARP laminates can lead to premature failure
because of debondingM Based on this study, CARP sheets turn out to be an ideal
material for the strengthening of un-reinforced concreteM
2. Wrapping and surface preparation (specially grooves) have a significant effect against
debondingM
3. With other parameters staying the same, the ultimate load increases with the number
of CARP layers, although the efficiency of the material decreasesM
4. With other parameters being the same, the ultimate load increases with the bonding
length until it reaches the effective bonding length, beyond which there is no gain in
strength.
5. For one layer of CARP sheets considered in this study, 8" bonding length with wrap
can develop the full capacity of the materialM
6. For two layers of CARP sheets used in this study, the effective bonding length with
wrap is 18"M
5.4 A Design EDample
As mentioned in Section 5.l, a tentative calculation based on PCA test shows that the
positive restraint moment caused by time dependent effects is smaller than the negative
moment caused by the weight of the deck slab. Thus, no diaphragm cracking will occur
in the newly proposed connection. To further clarify this issue, a design example based
on the bridge on 1-287 NB over Darlington Ave is presented below.
This is a three-span bridge with span 2 and span O made continuous via a
continuity diaphragm and a deckM The deck slab is 5M5" thick and the girder spacing is 8".
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Per AASHTO Specification, the compressive strength of the diaphragm section can be
taken as the same with that of the girders, which is 6,000 psi. For detailed geometry of
the bridge please refer to Section 2.O.lM
The support moment caused by the slab dead load is l,O50 kip-ftM Assume that
failure is caused by CARP rupture. The maximum strain in the CARP reinforcement is
0M0lM Let the strain at the bottom of the girder be E, the neutral axis is located at:
y = 72 E / (0.01 + E).
Assuming the concrete stress-strain relationship follows the equation proposed by
Thorenfeldt, Tomaszewicz, and Jensen31 ,
Mc = f" c • n • (Elf / Esc) / (n — 1 +(Elf/ ,oink) 	 MM..(5.1)
where f" c = peak stress of concrete
n = 0M8 + f " e / 2500 = 0.8 + 6000 / 2500 = O.2
k r 0.67 + f " c / 9000 = 0M67 + 6000 / 9000 = 1.OO7
Ecf = Initial Young"s modulus of concrete = Wc1.5 OO (f "c)1/2 = 4,696,000 psi
ESC = strain at f "c = f De/ Ecf • n / (n-l) = 0.00186
Thus, flu = 6000 • O.2 • (Elf / 0M00186) / (2.2 + (Ect. / 0M00186)4.28) 	 MMMM(5M2)
Figure 5M24 shows the strain and force distribution of the diaphragm section. To
get the moment, the compression zone is divided into 4 equal layers assuming the strain
in each layer equal to the strain at the center of that layerM For each layer, stress is
determined from strain based on EqM 5M2M The moment contribution of each layer is
simply a multiplication of the stress, area and distance to girder top of that layer.
Summation of the moments should equal the applied moment of l,O50 kip-ftM
A=nf" l A [7/8 E / 0.00186 / (2M2 + (E / 0M00186)4.28) (72 — 72 E / 8 / (0M01 + 6))
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+ 5/8 e /
+ O/8 e /



























(0M01 + e))] / 12
where A = 1,350 kip-ft
n = O.2
A= area of each layer = 28 y / 4 =7 (72 E) / (0M01 + E)
Strain Force
Figure 5.24 Cross sectional analysis.
By trial and error, £ is found to be 0M00072O, y is 4M85", and the tension force in
CARP is 230 kipsM Table 5M8 lists the amount needed for different types of CARP fabric.
If the CARP sheet listed in Table 5M4 is used, it requires a cross-sectional area of 2.2 in 2
(or 2-layer 54" wide CARP)M Assuming a safety factor of 2.0, 4M4 in2 CARP is provided
on the top of the girders over the center supportM The diaphragm should not be bonded to
the CARP reinforcementM The bonding length on each girder should not be less than 18".
Sandblast the concrete surface and make l/8" deep transverse notches every 3" along the
bonding lengthM The longitudinal CFRP should be wrapped with one layer transverse
CARP. The bonding length for the wrap should not be less than 6" beyond the top
surface of the girders.
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2Ml0 5.56 6M57 7Ml4 6M40
Number of
Layers
2 2 2 2 2
Width Needed
(in)
54 21 62 16 64
The finite element method described in Chapter 6 is used to analyze the midspan
and support moments and the stress levels in the CARP reinforcement. Results are
compared to those of the conventional continuity connectionM
First, an extreme case of large creep coefficient (6M25) and small ultimate
shrinkage (600x106  in/in) is studiedM The girder age at continuity is 28 daysM Figure
5M25 shows a comparison of the midspan moments of the new connection method and the
existing methodM For clarity, the time period of the live load application is elongatedM
The two curves go parallel to each otherM The difference in the midspan moment
before live load application is 190 kip-ft (5%). The reduction in midspan moment
because of more continuity is not as significant as expected. This is because the
reduction in midspan moment is canceled by the more positive restraint moment induced
in the new continuity connection, half of which gets transferred to the midspanM In the
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existing design, although the midspan moment caused by the slab dead load is larger, it
also reduces the prestress level of girdersM Therefore, less creep effects developM
6000 	
5000 -
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Figure 5.25 Comparison of midspan moments (C=OM25, E=600x10 6  in/in)M
Figure 5.26 shows a comparison of the support moment of the new construction
and the existing oneM These curves also go parallel to each other but the support moment
drops from 1,415 kip-ft to 950 kip-ftMM The reduction is significant (465 kip-ft, or OO%)M
Note that the cracking moment of the diaphragm section is 1,100 kip-ft, which means that
by making the girders also continuous for slab dead load, the support moment drops from
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Figure 5.26 Comparison of support moments (C=3M25, E=600x106  in/in).
For the second case, a more reasonable creep coefficient of 2.0 and ultimate
shrinkage of 600x10-6 in/in are used to analyze the same bridge. Comparisons of
midspan and support moments are shown in Figures 5M27 and 5.29, respectively. Before
the application of live load, the midspan moment drops from 3,693 hp-ft to 3,405 hp-ft
(8%) and the support moment drops from l,004 kip-ft to 372 hp-ft (63%). Again, the
reduction in support moment is significantM
The most critical stage for the CARP reinforcement is when the deck concrete is
pouredM In this example, the stress in CARP is 52,000 psi, half of its ultimate strength.
The stress drops when time dependent effects cause positive restraint moment over the
support. When the deck concrete hardens, a composite section forms and additional
loads are mostly carried by the steel reinforcement in the deck because its modulus of
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of this example, the stress in the CARP reinforcement under live load is 238 psi and 400
psi respectively, far below its ultimate strength of 105,000 psiM
0 	 200 	 400 	 600 	 800 	 1000 	 1200
Time (day)
Figure 5.27 Comparison of midspan moments (C=2M0, E=600x10 -6 in/in).
Time (day)
Figure 5.28 Comparison of support moments (C=2M0, E=600x10 6  in/in).
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One concern about the new connection is the costM CARP is relatively expensive
comparing to steel reinforcement, but the labor cost is much lower because of its
lightweight and easy installation. The additional cost for the bridge on 1-287 NB over
Darlington Ave is estimated to be $12,000 ($2,000 per stringer). This is only a fraction
of the total cost of a bridge like this, but the benefits are significant. The new connection
increases the efficiency of the structure, leading to material savings or longer spans. It
also improves the performance of the bridgeM Since the slab introduces permanent
moment over the support, the positive restraint moment is controlled below the cracking
momentM Therefore no positive moment reinforcement is needed in the diaphragm and
the connection is maintenance free. Once the deck is in place, the CARP reinforcement is
no longer needed. The presence of CARP increases the integrity of the bridge and
provide redundancy during extreme events.
From the experimental studies and the above analysis, it is concluded that the new
continuity connection using CARP can improve the structural efficiency and performance
of bridges composed of simple-span prestressed concrete girders made continuous. Its
application on this type of bridge is promisingM
5.5 	 Standard Drawings and Construction Procedures
Based on the studies described in this chapter, standard drawings and construction
sequence, consistent with the NJDOT format, is proposed as follow:
Deck
Reinforcement 	 Longitudinal
















Figure 5.29 The proposed new continuity connection.
NOTES:
1M Construction includes the following steps:
• Erect girders as simple spans.
• Cast the diaphragmM
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• Attach longitudinal CARP reinforcement on the top of the girders and wrap in the
transverse direction (see notes 2-6). Do not disturb for 24 hoursM
• Install forms and reinforcements for the deck slab.
• Cast deck when the epoxy resin is at least seven days oldM
2. Sandblast or use other approved mechanical means to prepare the concrete surface
before CARP application. The surface should be clean and even, free of water, dust,
grease, curing compounds and other bond inhibiting materialsM Uneven surfaces must
be filled with an appropriate repair mortar.
3. Provide 1/8" transverse grooves every 3" on the concrete surface over the length of
the CARP. This can be done during manufacturing of the girdersM
4. Flexible CARP fabric should be used. Design to determine thickness, width and
length of the fabricM
5. The longitudinal CARP reinforcement should be wrapped in the transverse direction
by similar fabricM




Based on a survey of the state departments of transportation in the U.SM and a literature
review, the current practice concerning bridges composed of simple-span precast
prestressed concrete girders made continuous is evaluatedM Three bridges in New Jersey
were instrumented and testedM Results show that the degree of continuity ranges from 0%
to 90%. A comparison of the support details of these bridges suggests that anchor bolts
be sheathed to allow for free rotation of the girders and prevent damage of the continuity
diaphragm because of anchor bolt pull-out.
A computer program called "CONTINUITY" is developed to analyze the restraint
moments and the degree of continuity of bridges up to four continuous spans with
unequal span lengths. The program takes into account concrete creep and shrinkage and
prestressing strand relaxationM For concrete creep and shrinkage, users can choose from
three different models: ACI-209, CEB-FIP and HPCM Support details and cracking of the
composite girder and diaphragm sections are also considered in the programM
Three-dimensional finite element analyses have been carried out to further study
factors affecting restraint moments. The study confirms that the girder age at continuity
plays a vital role in developing the restraint moments and that the amount of positive
moment reinforcement at the support has a negligible effect on the resultant mid-span
momentM
As part of this research a new continuity connection is developed using CARP
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composites. By making the girders continuous for slab self-weight as well, the additional
negative moment over the continuity support can counteract the positive restraint moment
and limit it below the cracking moment. Thus, cracks will not form in the diaphragm and
positive moment reinforcement is not neededM Twenty laboratory tests were carried out
to validate the new continuity connection. Results show that CARP is effective for
improving the continuity and performance of bridges of this typeM Recommendations for
the use of CARP reinforcement and a design example are presentedM
6.2 Conclusions
From the analytical and experimental studies discussed above, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. The degree of continuity under service load varies dramatically for bridges composed
of simple-span precast prestressed concrete girders made continuousM For the three
bridges tested, it ranges from 0% to 90%M
2. Embedding the girders in the diaphragm, using thin elastomeric pads that has little
lateral deformation capacity and providing anchor bolts at each girder line make the
supports more like "fixed"M The fixity restrains the girders from sliding and rotating,
and causes cracking in the diaphragm and even in the top flange of the girdersM
3. Possible improvements for the current design include: a) debond the girder ends or
not embed them at all; b) avoid using anchor bolts, or if needed put them in the
diaphragm between stringers and sheath them to allow for free rotation of the girders
and prevent damage to the diaphragm due to anchor bolt pull-out; c) it is preferable to
design only one "pin" support (fixed both vertically and horizontally) for continuous
spans to allow for longitudinal deformationM If more than one pin is provided, design
shall account for all the longitudinal forces including temperature changes, axial
creep of the prestressed girders, shrinkage of the concrete, wind on live load and wind
on structures, etc.
4M U-shaped positive moment connections don't perform as well as expected, at least in
a sense of serviceability, especially when the horizontal development length is
inadequateM Per PCA test results, it is recommended that welded connections be used
for the positive moment reinforcement. Another approach would be to make the
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girders continuous for slab dead load and avoid providing the positive moment
reinforcement in the diaphragmM
5. Finite element analyses confirm that the amount of positive moment reinforcement
over the pier has negligible effect on the resultant mid-span moments.
6. Finite element analyses show that the girder age at continuity has a significant
influence on restraint moment induced by time dependent effectsM
7. The computer program CONTINUITY developed under this study is an effective tool
for engineers to check the restraint moments caused by time dependent effects and to
examine the degree of continuity of simple span girders made continuousM
8. For the external flexural strengthening of plain concrete members, the bond between
the concrete and the reinforcement is the most critical element. Flexible CARP
materials should be usedM Rigid CARP laminates may lead to premature failure
because of debondingM The CARP fabric sheet is an ideal material based on this
studyM
9. Wrapping and surface preparation (specially grooves) have a significant effect against
debonding.
10.The load carrying capacity increases with the number of CARP layers usedM However
the efficiency of the CARP reinforcement diminishes with the use of additional layers.
11.The load carrying capacity also increases with the CARP bonding length until it
reaches the effective bonding length, beyond which no more load can be gainedM
12.By making the girders continuous for slab dead load as well, the additional negative
moment over the support can counteract the positive restraint moment and limit it
below the positive cracking moment of the section, therefore eliminate diaphragm
crackingM Although more in-field tests are needed before its widespread application,
the laboratory tests support the concept of making the girders continuous for slab
dead load in addition to live load using CARP compositesM
6.3 Recommended Research
This research focuses on the flexural performance of bridges composed of simple-span
precast prestressed concrete girders made continuous under static loadsM The behavior of
this kind of construction under earthquake and fatigue load still needs further studyM The
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program CONTINUITY assumes that the AASHTO lane loading controls for all casesM
The AASHTO truck loading needs to be added to the programM
After the group I laboratory tests, efforts were focused on group II tests using
CARP fabric sheetsM It is suggested that the bond-improving techniques used in group II
tests, making transverse grooves on the concrete surface and wrapping, also be used for
group I tests and further investigate the possibility of using CARP stripsM
The laboratory tests validated the concept of making the girders continuous for
slab dead load using CARP composites. In the group II tests, the small beams
strengthened with 2" wide CARP sheets developed 100% of their capacity while the
larger beams using 6" wide CARP sheets only developed 80% — 85% of their capacityM
More large-scale and full-scale tests will shed more light on the size-effect or width-
effect of the CARP reinforcement.
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